ICEF VIRTUAL BERLIN 2020
WEBINAR PROGRAMME

ICEF VIRTUAL BERLIN
WEBINAR PROGRAMME
LIVE

These sessions are available live for you to view and participate at certain times
during the event. If you’re not able to join the session live, you can catch up on
demand later, although you won’t be able to participate in polls or ask your
questions to our panellists.
These live sessions will all take place in the Live Room.

•

LIVE: Monday, 09:00 - 10:00: ICEF Agent Voice - Facing the New
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Normal and Recruitment Strategies for Providers and Agents
•

LIVE: Monday, 17:30 - 18:30: The ELT Sector in 2030
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•

LIVE: Tuesday, 10:00 - 11:00: ALTO - An Industry United
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•

LIVE: Tuesday, 16:00 - 17:00: Edtech in International Student
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Recruitment - 3 perspectives
•

LIVE: Wednesday, 00:00 - 01:00: Education - It’s Time for Change
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•

LIVE: Wednesday, 10:30 - 11:30: International Student
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Accommodation in a Post-Covid World
•

LIVE: Wednesday, 16:30 - 17:30: Study Destinations’ Post-Covid
Strategies
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ON DEMAND

These sessions are available throughout ICEF Virtual Berlin for you to watch
whenever is convenient to you.
These on demand sessions can be accessed in the On Demand Room.
•

Africa Market Update
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•

Australia: Destination Update
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•

China Market Update

Page 19

•

English UK: An Update on the ELT Sector in the UK
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•

FEDELE - Learn Spanish in Spain
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•

France - Destination Update by Groupement Fle
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•

Get More German Clients with Bildungsurlaub!
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•

Green Standard Schools - Accrediting Environmental Sustainability
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in the Language Teaching Industry
•

IALC Vision: A Development for the Future - Hybrid Classes
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•

ICEF Agent Training and the Agency Recognition Programme
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•

Ireland Destination Update: ELT Focus
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•

Language Learning in Germany in Times of COVID-19
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•

Languages Canada: Canada is Opening its Borders. What Does
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This Mean for International Students?
•

LATAMA (Latin American Associations of Agencies) - Market
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Updates from Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador and Mexico
•

Malta: Current Situation
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•

Market Updates from Russia, Kazakhstan and Ukraine
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•

Middle East Market Update
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•

New Zealand Destination Update: Engagement with Agents
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•

Preparing for ICEF Virtual Events: A Guide for Agents
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•

Preparing for ICEF Virtual Events: A Guide for Educators and
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Service Providers
•

Recruiting from Germany, Sweden and the Netherlands
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•

Student Recruitment from Turkey during the Pandemic
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•

Studying in Canada - A Destination of Choice in Unprecedented
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Times
•

The State of the Brazilian Market Before and During the Pandemic
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•

UK Destination Update

Page 50

•

Update on EFL Destination South Africa
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•

Using Virtual Reality to Recruit and to Teach
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•

US International Student Recruitment in the Time of COVID-19
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PROVIDER PRESENTATIONS

These presentations are delivered by education and service provider organisations,
and often provide details of courses or institutions to help agents better understand
the services on offer.
These on demand sessions can be accessed in the Provider Presentations Room.
•

Don’t Put Your Future on Hold: Start Your Education Online Before
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Transitioning to Study in Australia
•

Costa del Sol – Learn and Live Spanish – Hola

Page 58

•

English Requirements for Studying and Working Abroad
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•

LanguageCert Qualifications: English Language Exams for Study

Page 60

Purposes
•

Learn Spanish in Cádiz!

Page 61

•

(Re)Building the Future: C-19, Canada, Opportunities

Page 62

•

Study in the UK: Insights and Updates

Page 63

•

Why Accept Cambridge English Qualifications for Admissions?

Page 64

•

Germany - Highly Attractive but Hard to Get There. How Fintiba

Page 65

Eases the Way.
•

Saskatchewan, the Best Destination in Canada

Page 66

•

Strengthening Mental Health

Page 68

•

The Agent Experience: How to Make it your Advantage

Page 69

•

Demystifying the Digital Realm: A New Reality for Language

Page 70

Education
•

Double-Accredited Programmes in Business & Management at

Page 72

Wittenborg University of Applied Sciences, the Netherlands
•

F+U Pathway to Germany: Study and Work

Page 73

•

International Programmes at Minnesota State University, Mankato

Page 75

•

Learning Resource Network (LRN) and its English Language Test -

Page 76

International English Language Competency Assessment (IELCA)
•

St. George‘s University Offers a Pathway for International Students

Page 77

to Become Physicians in the US and UK
•

Study Australia’s Northern Territory

Page 78

•

Study Business in Norway: BI Norwegian Business School

Page 79

•

“Study Now, Pay Later”: Finance 100% of your Studies in Germany

Page 80

(E.U. Students; Study in English or German)
•

Surviving and Thriving Tips During COVID-19 and Beyond

Page 81

•

The Power of Email Marketing for Student Recruitment

Page 82

•

Virtual Transformation - Online Teaching Success Stories for
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Higher Education and Language Academies
•

What Has Really Changed?
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ICEF VIRTUAL BERLIN
WEBINAR PROGRAMME BY THEME
To help you discover the variety of our seminar programme this year, we have
grouped the topics explored in each of our sessions by theme.
Many of these sessions are available on demand for you to access at your
convenience. Where a session is held live, this is indicated next to the relevant
session.
To find out more about sessions of interest, please visit the full session
description on the page indicated.

RESPONDING TO CHANGE

These sessions explore reactions from around the international education
industry to the Covid-19 pandemic and look to provide guidance in how to
respond.
Seminars available:
• LIVE: ALTO - An Industry United
• Don’t Put Your Future on Hold: Start Your Education Online

Page 5
Page 57

Before Transitioning to Study in Australia
• LIVE: ICEF Agent Voice - Facing the New Normal and
Recruitment Strategies for Providers and Agents

Page 2

• LIVE: International Student Accommodation in a Post-Covid

Page 11

World
• LIVE: Study Destinations’ Post-Covid Strategies

Page 13

• (Re)Building the Future: C-19, Canada, Opportunities

Page 62

• Surviving and Thriving Tips During Covid-19 and Beyond

Page 81

• Using Virtual Reality to Recruit and to Teach

Page 53

• What Has Really Changed?

Page 84

THE WORLD AHEAD

These sessions look beyond Covid-19 and explore longer-term themes for
change, investigating the opportunities for forward looking international
education professionals.
Seminars available:
• Demystifying the Digital Realm: A New Reality for Language

Page 70

Education
•

LIVE: Edtech in International Student Recruitment -

Page 8

3 perspectives
•

LIVE: Education - It’s Time for Change

• Green Standard Schools - Accrediting Environmental

Page 10
Page 25

Sustainability in the Language Teaching Industry
•

IALC Vision: A Development for the Future - Hybrid Classes

•

LIVE: The ELT Sector in 2030

Page 26
Page 3

MARKET UPDATES

Our market updates provide in-depth analyses and updates from student
recruitment professionals in various territories around the world, helping you
understand the latest situation on the ground.
Seminars available:
• Africa Market Update

Page 15

•

Australia: Destination Update

Page 17

•

China Market Update

Page 19

•

English Requirements for Studying and Working Abroad

Page 59

•

English UK: An Update on the ELT Sector in the UK

Page 21

•

France - Destination Update by Groupement Fle

Page 23

•

Ireland Destination Update: ELT Focus

Page 28

•

Language Learning in Germany in Times of COVID-19

Page 30

•

Languages Canada: Canada is Opening its Borders. What

Page 31

Does This Mean for International Students?
•

LATAMA (Latin American Associations of Agencies) –

Page 32

Market Updates from Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador
and Mexico
•

Malta: Current Situation

Page 35

•

Market Updates from Russia, Kazakhstan and Ukraine

Page 36

•

Middle East Market Update

Page 38

•

New Zealand Destination Update: Engagement with Agents

Page 40

•

Recruiting from Germany, Sweden and the Netherlands

Page 43

•

Student Recruitment from Turkey during the Pandemic

Page 45

•

Studying in Canada - A Destination of Choice in

Page 47

Unprecedented Times

•

Study in the UK: Insights and Updates

Page 63

•

The State of the Brazilian Market Before and During the

Page 49

Pandemic
•

UK Destination Update

Page 50

•

Update on EFL Destination South Africa

Page 52

•

US International Student Recruitment in the Time of COVID-19

Page 54

AGENT FOCUS

These sessions are provided for the benefit of our agent attendees.
Seminars available:
• Preparing for ICEF Virtual Events: A Guide for Agents

Page 41

ICEF Agent Training and the Agency Recognition

Page 27

•

Programme

EDUCATOR FOCUS

These sessions are provided for the benefit of our educator attendees.
Seminars available:
• Preparing for ICEF Virtual Events: A Guide for Educators

Page 42

and Service Providers
•

The Agent Experience: How To Make It Your Advantage

Page 69

•

Why Accept Cambridge English Qualifications for

Page 64

Admissions?

PROVIDER PRESENTATIONS

These presentations are delivered by education and service provider
organisations, and often provide details of courses or institutions to help agents
better understand the services on offer.
Seminars available:
•

Costa del Sol – Learn and Live Spanish – Hola

Page 58

•

Double-Accredited Programmes in Business &

Page 72

Management at Wittenborg University of Applied Sciences,
the Netherlands
•

FEDELE - Learn Spanish in Spain

Page 22

•

F+U Pathway to Germany: Study and Work

Page 73

•

Germany - Highly Attractive but Hard to Get There. How

Page 65

Fintiba Eases the Way.
•

Get More German Clients with Bildungsurlaub!

Page 24

•

LanguageCert Qualifications: English Language Exams for

Page 60

Study Purposes
•

International Programmes at Minnesota State University,

Page 75

Mankato
•

Learning Resource Network (LRN) and its English Language

Page 76

Test - International English Language Competency
Assessment (IELCA)
•

Learn Spanish in Cádiz!

Page 61

•

Saskatchewan, the Best Destination in Canada

Page 66

•

St. George‘s University Offers a Pathway for International

Page 77

Students to Become Physicians in the US and UK
•

Study Australia’s Northern Territory

Page 78

•

Study Business in Norway: BI Norwegian Business School

Page 79

•

“Study Now, Pay Later”: Finance 100% of Your Studies in

Page 80

Germany (E.U. Students; Study in English or German)
•

The Power of Email Marketing for Student Recruitment

Page 82
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Live Webinars
November 2, 09:00 - 10:00 (Event / Berlin Time)
Webinar 1: ICEF Agent Voice - Facing the New Normal and Recruitment Strategies
for Providers and Agents
Audience: All
Session description: In today’s constantly changing environment, it has been a challenge for many
to understand what your regional partners have, and likely are still experiencing in handling the dayto-day challenges of the Covid pandemic. Agents attending ICEF Virtual Berlin have been surveyed to
voice their experiences and movement towards the 2021 recruitment season.
Participants will get an overview of:
Operations - how has the business changed for your partners
•
International and regional challenges
•
Sector overviews and benefits for agents to recruit
•
•
Recruitment support and alternative options to in-class learning
Marketing and communication – the new normal
•
Student redirection in / out of specific regions
•
Speakers:
Tiffany Egler
Director Agent Relations
ICEF
Germany
Tiffany is a leading professional in the field of agent relations. As Director of
the Agents Department at ICEF, her knowledge and dedication has been crucial
to the development of ICEF events and agent recruitment. During her tenure
of over 20 years at ICEF, Tiffany has overseen the successful organisation of
most of ICEF’s agent events and today manages an international team which continues to develop
and to increase efforts to ensure the recruitment of professional study abroad agents worldwide.
Ian Cann
Director Americas
ICEF
Germany
As Director Americas at ICEF, Ian has more than a decade’s experience working
with institutions in effectively using agents to maximize international student
recruitment. In total Ian has been involved in international student recruitment
for 12 years, and regularly presents at international conferences on topics of
international enrolment management, working with international recruitment
agents, international marketing, and regional market intelligence. Previous to
his current role, Ian was involved in international education as a sales and operations representative
for Salão do Estudante/Expo Estudiante, based in Brazil, where he gained experience in the Latin
American market. Prior to that, Ian was based in London, working for Time Inc. on some of the most
popular magazines and websites in Britain. Ian gained a Bachelor of Arts with Honours in Philosophy
from the University of Leeds in the UK in 2005. He speaks English, Spanish, and Portuguese and is
based in Barcelona.
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Live Webinars
November 2, 17:30 - 18:30 (Event / Berlin Time)
Webinar 2: The ELT Sector in 2030
Audience: All
Session description: The pandemic has wreaked havoc in the English Language Teaching industry
this year. The peak season was wiped out for many providers, even as most schools made a lightningfast transition to online provision. The industry has struggled for months now with previously unseen
volumes of refunds and programme deferrals, and with the uncertainty arising from suspended visa
processing, reduced flight services, and border closures.
But, as we gather this month, schools have reopened in most destinations and the industry is looking
toward recovery in 2021 and beyond.
So where do we go from here? With all of its disruptive force, the pandemic will also likely be an
accelerator for change and innovation in the industry. We can anticipate new products and programme
models, new partnerships and collaborations, expanded use of technology, and more. This panel will
consider some of the persistent challenges in the ELT sector and look ahead to consider how the
industry will take shape in the coming decade.
Speakers:
Lawrence Jackson
Head of Sales
IH London
United Kingdom
Lawrence has over 15 years’ experience in sales, with over 8 years spent in sales
for top language schools. In addition to English, he can speak German, and says
“working with a diverse range of cultures ensures I’m learning something new
on a day-to-day basis.”

Robin Adams
President
CES North America
Canada
Having completed a Master’s in Education with a special focus on Educational
Marketing, Robin got his start in the English Language Teaching industry in
1996. From teaching positions in Korea, Germany and Canada, he has been
actively engaged in management and marketing positions at English Language
Schools since 2002. In August 2018, he joined Centre of English Studies (CES)
and runs the school in Toronto as well as contributing to the marketing efforts for CES. Robin is also
the current President of the International Association of Language Centres (IALC).
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Jean-Marc Alberola
Founder & CEO
Bridge Education
USA
Jean-Marc Alberola is an experienced leader with 30 years of experience
in international education, including ten years overseas in Brazil, Chile, and
Argentina building Linguatec, a chain of seven language centres catering to the
corporate training market. Most recently, he led the creation of BridgePathways
a division of Bridge focused on international student recruitment and the
establishment of six ESL centres on US university campuses. Jean-Marc has served as a board
member of IALC (International Association of Language Centers) and is a frequent speaker and
thought leader in international education. He has a deep understanding of the international language
training industry, and a successful track record building and growing companies. Jean-Marc holds a
BA in Economics from the University of Vermont.

Host:
Craig Riggs
Editor
ICEF Monitor
Canada
Craig Riggs is the editor of ICEF Monitor, the industry’s leading source of
market intelligence for international student recruitment, and the publisher of
ICEF Insights, an annual magazine focused on the most important trends and
issues shaping international education. His work on both publications places
him in constant contact with the latest research, best practices, and leadingedge strategies in the field. He has led international marketing for both private and public-sector
institutions, is the co-founder of a longstanding consulting practice dedicated to publishing and
education, and has more than 25 years’ experience in building international markets. Craig holds a
Masters in Publishing and is an adjunct professor at Simon Fraser University.
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Live Webinars
November 3, 10:00 - 11:00 (Event / Berlin Time)
Webinar 3: ALTO - An Industry United
Audience: All
Session description: Our role and importance within the language and educational travel industry has
become very clear this year, much more than ever before.
We promote an ongoing dialogue between agents and schools to strengthen mutual respect and
understanding of each other’s challenges and ensure that we re-build a sustainable industry together.
Working together and creating best practices that everyone can align themselves to are crucially
important to survive this worldwide disruption. We must keep the industry professional and united.
Tune into this live panel session where ALTO’s board members are discussing key issues about how
to survive the COVID19 pandemic.
Speakers:
Leanne Linacre
Director
LILA* Liverpool
United Kingdom
While being hands-on and active in the running of LILA*, Leanne’s focus is on
the Sales, Marketing and Business Development aspect of the business. As
well as her role as ALTO board member, she is an active member of Quality
English and on the Steering Committee of English UK North because she
believes in the enormous value of exchanging ideas and networking with peers and colleagues. Leanne
has worked in the language travel industry for 20 years, either as an English language teacher or
school owner. She is keen to work with her colleagues across the industry to ensure not just survival,
but growth in an ever-changing environment.

Juan Manuel Elizalde Sanchez
Board Advisor
ASEPROCE
Spain
Juan Manuel has been familiar with language courses abroad since he
was 15 years old, having been a student in different countries, through his
family agency, Kells College, created in 1971. He studied Business Studies
in Valladolid University and the State University of New York in Binghamton
(SUNY). Manuel developed his career in Kells College, currently being CEO.
He has always believed, and acted accordingly, in the benefits of getting together and working in
associations. He was the President of a private Language Schools Association in Castilla y Leon (a
region in Spain) for 10 years. He was also the President of Aseproce, a Spanish Association of Agents
for 16 years and Felca president for 4 years.
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David Brown
Group President
Oxford International Education Group
United Kingdom
After leaving Study Group in 1991, David co-founded ISIS Education, now
Oxford International Education Group and has spent the past 28 years as
joint CEO and most recently as Group President, helping to grow and develop
a range of interrelated educational programmes. He has also been actively
involved with the ALTO board for the last 9 years as treasurer, as chairperson
and as a board-member.

Jonathan Quinn
Marketing Director
Centre of English Studies (CES)
Ireland
Jonathan Quinn is the Marketing Director of Centre of English Studies (CES). A
family run school that was started by his mother in 1979, and which he helped
grow over the last number of years to the point now where the school has
year round centres in Dublin, London, Oxford, Edinburgh, Leeds, Worthing and
Harrogate. They also have a successful joint venture IELTS training school in
Taipei. He has worked ‘officially’ in CES since 1995 but as a family run school, he grew up working in
the business.

Maria Castro
CEO & Co-Owner
Linguland / Studyadvisor Education
Germany
As a Spanish person living in Germany, who started studying German as an
adult, Maria believes in continuous learning. She has an M.A. in Philology
(Linguistics) and an M.A. in British Cultural Studies and Literature. She has
been a Managing partner at Linguland / Studyadvisor Education since 2003
(CEO, co-owner). Linguland started as an online booking platform, founded
by Tobias Fries in 2003. Maria’s focus in the company has been on customer service, sales and
partnership relations. Now they serve the German, Italian, Spanish and French markets and are
currently expanding to other markets and products.
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Selim Dervish
Director
Academia United
Turkey
Selim has been in the education industry for over a decade now in different
capacities and has experienced both the school and the agent sides. He
is highly passionate about the industry due to many facts. He believes the
connections that are being created by industry stakeholders help people
gather from all around the world and start to understand each other on better
grounds and on many different levels. Also, intercultural interactions enable the global society to ease
off their prejudices about several stigmas they may have been culturally exposed to in their home
countries. Serving a cause much greater than commercial concerns, he believes that the industry has
a very bright and exciting future with lots of potential development opportunities ahead, especially in
the technology field regardless of the many challenges it is facing today as a result of the pandemic.
Host:
David Anthonisz
Director, Recruitment & Commercial Engagements
St. George’s University, Grenada, West Indies
USA
David is the Director of Recruitment and Commercial Engagements at
St. George’s University, Grenada. He has over 30 years’ education industry
experience working in the private sector both as a business owner and for
international education groups, Oxford International and Study Group, and
in the public sector as Commercial Director International at De Montfort
University, UK. David is also the former Chair of ALTO.
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Live Webinars
November 3, 16:00 - 17:00 (Event / Berlin Time)
Webinar 4: Edtech in International Student Recruitment - 3 Perspectives
Audience: All
Session description: It’s hard to imagine an education sector without Edtech: new technologies
are playing an ever increasing role across the broader education industry - international student
recruitment included. In this webinar, we will be looking at the role of edtech in the international
student recruitment industry from three different angles.
Speakers:
Mathew Jacobson
Founder & CEO
Dūcere Global Business School
USA
As Dūcere’s founder and CEO, Mat works together with Presidents, Prime
Ministers, global CEOs and other prominent leaders to deliver on the vision
of providing sophisticated tertiary qualifications while, through the Dūcere
Foundation, funding improvements to public education systems across African
nations. As a thought leader in innovation within education, Mat has hosted and spoken at numerous
academic and business events including: ADC Forum Summit; Harvard University, 21st Century
Academic Forum; Harvard University Keynote, HPAIR Conference; Universities Australia Keynote;
Financial Review Higher Education Summit, and many others.

David Gibson
Worldwide Education Partner Strategy Leader
Microsoft
USA
With over twenty-five years experience in education, most of which in higher
education, David Gibson is currently working with Microsoft colleagues to
support teaching and learning institutions. He began his journey in university
textbook publishing and quickly gravitated to the technology side of the
business where he worked to develop digital solutions to educational challenges such as psychomotor
assessment of student learning.
He spent many years working directly with university academic staff as they worked to support
student learning with the developing technologies of the Third Industrial Revolution. As we move
into the Fourth Industrial Revolution, he continues to listen and learn and work with higher education
leaders around the world as we work together to empower every student and institution in the world
to learn more.
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Benoit Henry
CEO & Founder
Certifaction
Switzerland
Benoit Henry is CEO of Certifaction, a SaaS blockchain-powered solution to
certify, share and verify credentials (digital or analogue). Certifaction is trusted
today by leading Swiss and international organizations. Benoit Henry is a serial
entrepreneur with a strong track-record in scaling fast-growth companies and
spurring digital transformation.
Host:
Martijn van de Veen
Vice President Business Development
ICEF
The Netherlands
Martijn has a strong background in the international student segment with 8
years as global director of the International Student Identity Card Association a founding member association of the World Youth Student & Education Travel
Confederation (WYSETC) - and consequently 4 years as managing director of
‘Student Card Services’ (ISIC Japan) in Tokyo. Now as VP Business Development for ICEF, Martijn
is responsible for growth through global and strategic partnerships with providers of services and
products relevant to the international student recruitment industry such as Edtech, Student Banking,
Insurance, Accommodation, Student & Youth Travel, Consulting etc.
Martijn studied Japanese and French at the University of Applied Sciences in Maastricht, International
Business Communications at the Radboud University Nijmegen and has lived and worked in Frankfurt,
Paris and Tokyo. Now based in Amsterdam, he speaks seven languages.
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Live Webinars
November 4, 00:00 - 01:00 (Event / Berlin Time)
Platinum Sponsor Webinar: Education - It’s Time for Change
Audience: All
Session description: How can universities personalise and enhance education to individuals while
ensuring that students still meet the global standard of education? Does the burden of future education
lie with the educators or those choosing the instruction?
Throughout this presentation, we will cover topics like the relevance of exams, the importance of
industry placement and how the education industry must adapt to predict the future to remain
relevant. Improving the systems for education has improved the outcomes of students; this is why
we are not afraid of embracing consistent change and growth. The need for agility in a classically rigid
system has become evident now more than ever. Education is beyond the classroom because life is
beyond the classroom. Matching the student to the right provider is the ultimate goal for us in this
industry, but education goes beyond acquiring knowledge and does your provider go beyond?
“Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it today.” Malcolm X
Speaker:
Macushla (Cush) Miller
Business Development Coordinator
Torrens University
Australia
Based in Brisbane, Queensland, Macushla brings 15 years in international
education to the team at Torrens University Australia. Cush has always had
a passion for the industry and recognises the difference quality education
can make to a student’s life. Macushla has been with the team at Torrens
University Australia for 3 years now and enjoys connecting students with the
right programme to unlock the full potential of their future.
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Live Webinars
November 4, 10:30 - 11:30 (Event / Berlin Time)
Webinar 5: International Student Accommodation in a Post-Covid World
Audience: All
Session description: The international education industry is slowly preparing for a post-Covid world
when borders reopen and millions of international students can travel to their study destinations.
Student accommodation has always been a major topic: students are looking for accommodation that
is affordable and provides the services they need. They want to feel safe, comfortable and welcome as they find themselves in a new city and a completely new environment far away from home.
Over the years, the accommodation sector has become very versatile, responding to the needs and
desires of the international students with a wide array of solutions for short- and long stay, across
different pricing levels:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Homestay
‘Purpose Built Student Accommodation’ (PBSA)
On-campus accommodation
[Guest] rooms in private houses
Shared student housing
Hostals/Hostels
University managed housing

In this webinar, we will be discussing the impact that Covid-19 has on the accommodation sector in
general, and what will be the lasting effects in terms of student accommodation solutions, formats
and services, in a post-Covid world.
Speakers:
Yoony Kim
Managing Director
The Class of 2020
The Netherlands
Yoony Kim is Managing Director of The Class of 2020, a non-profit European
think tank shaping the future of living, working and learning. Prior to joining
The Class, she served different positions in higher education institutions with
a firm belief on the magnitude of the potential positive impact transnational
higher education has on individuals, organisations and societies.
Now, she focuses on bringing together the intertwined industries, including higher education, real
estate and European university cities with a true passion for developing optimal learning pathways for
global talent. The Class of 2020 advocates acting upon shared responsibilities that we have towards
our future generation and creating more sustainable knowledge ecosystem by collaboration and colearning.
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Stewart Moore
CEO
CRM Students
United Kingdom
CEO of CRM Students since 2018, Stewart has overseen CRM’s expansion
into Europe with schemes across Europe in 8 countries. Managing a widerange of properties, Stewart and his team place the student experience at the
heart of their management philosophy and have over 150 nationalities living
within the CRM portfolio.
Stewart works closely with developers and designers to ensure that the schemes deliver predictable
income for the owners and design that can cater to the needs of today’s students, as well as
tomorrow’s. Prior to working in student accommodation, Stewart was an advertising executive, as
well as a senior market professional for some of the world’s largest hospitality brands.
In his downtime, Stewart can be found enjoying good food and losing the calories by cycling or hill
walking with his new puppy.
Djordy Seelmann
CEO
HousingAnywhere
The Netherlands
Djordy Seelmann (1988) is the CEO of HousingAnywhere. Djordy holds
Bachelor degrees in Economics and in Law, and Master Degrees in Corporate
Finance and in Financial Law (cum laude). After completing his studies, Djordy
joined HousingAnywhere in October 2014 as Head of Product Development
and was appointed CEO in April 2018.
From the moment he joined the company, Seelmann set his sights on growing HousingAnywhere
into the global rental platform it has become today. Djordy has been responsible for developing
major parts of HousingAnywhere’s booking platform and the scaling of the teams that build it. Today,
Djordy mostly focuses on the overall HousingAnywhere vision to create the world’s largest rental
accommodation platform and he takes a hands-on approach when it comes to helping his teams
achieve this.
Host:
Martijn van de Veen
Vice President Business Development
ICEF
The Netherlands
Martijn has a strong background in the international student segment with 8
years as global director of the International Student Identity Card Association
- a founding member association of the World Youth Student & Education
Travel Confederation (WYSETC) - and consequently 4 years as managing
director of ‘Student Card Services’ (ISIC Japan) in Tokyo. Now as VP Business
Development for ICEF, Martijn is responsible for growth through global and strategic partnerships
with providers of services and products relevant to the international student recruitment industry
such as Edtech, Student Banking, Insurance, Accommodation, Student & Youth Travel, Consulting etc.
Martijn studied Japanese and French at the University of Applied Sciences in Maastricht, International
Business Communications at the Radboud University Nijmegen and has lived and worked in Frankfurt,
Paris and Tokyo. Now based in Amsterdam, he speaks seven languages.
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Live Webinars
November 4, 16:30 - 17:30 (Event / Berlin Time)
Webinar 6: Study Destinations’ Post-Covid Strategies
Audience: All
Session description: As the economies have started to reopen and the world is shifting to the ‘new
normal’, cities, regions and countries are preparing to welcome back international students. The
pandemic provides Study Destination Marketing Professionals with an unprecedented opportunity to
re-evaluate their strategies and assess to what extent the ‘goalposts’ may have changed.
In this webinar, representatives of Study Texas, Study Buenos Aires and Costa del Sol will discuss the
effect of Covid-19 on their strategies and promotional activities. Topics that will be addressed include
for example: lessons learned, student expectations, demographic trends and the new strategies to
attract international students and how each destination is prepared to welcome them.
Speakers:
Jessica Guiver
Chair, Study Texas and
Director of International Undergraduate Admissions,
University of Texas at San Antonio
USA
Jessica Guiver is the director of international undergraduate admissions at
the University of Texas at San Antonio. She is also the chair of Study Texas,
a consortium of 40 Texas colleges & universities. She leads a board of ten
members, working to promote Texas as the premier study destination for international students and
scholars, and was awarded this year’s NAFSA Texas State Award for her contribution to advancing
international education in the state. Jessica holds a master’s degree in international education from
New York University and has worked in that field for 20 years in a variety of roles across several
continents, in both the public and private sectors. No matter what she’s working on, Jessica places
foremost importance on serving students, meeting their needs, and helping them achieve their
aspirations.

Francisco Resnicoff
Undersecretary of International and Institutional Relations
Government of the City of Buenos Aires
Argentina
Francisco is Undersecretary of International and Institutional Relations. He is
an honours graduate in Political Science from the University of Buenos Aires
(UBA), Francisco holds a Master of Arts in Law and Diplomacy from Fletcher’s
School, Tufts University in addition to a Master in Political Science from Brown
University. He possesses an extensive background in research, design and implementation relating to
public and governmental affairs.
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Matthias Werner
Executive Consultant Tourism Promotion
Costa del Sol Tourist Board
Spain
After many years of studying and living abroad, having worked in European
projects, as a teacher, and for over 7 years now for the Tourist Board, originally
from Germany, Matthias is now living and enjoying life in Malaga - Costa del
Sol in the south of Spain. He is happy to provide you with any information,
ideas or contacts you may need in order to sell the Province of Malaga to your
clients, students, teachers, schools, etc. Please feel free to contact him during the event, the webinar
or via mail, and he will be happy to assist you. He can also provide great photos and videos of the
destination.

Host:
Marcela Wolff
Director, Business Development - Latin America
ICEF
Colombia
Marcela Wolff is the Director, Business Development - Latin America at
ICEF since September 2018. During the past 10 years she was the Head of
International Relations at Universidad EAFIT. She was appointed Executive
Director of the Network Colombia Challenge Your Knowledge – CCYK, between
2016 and 2018. She has participated in different projects focused on international education capacity
building in Colombian higher education institutions. Marcela was the Chair of NAFSA’s Latin American
Forum in 2018 and 2019. She worked with the local and regional governments in their International
Aid Agencies and was a part-time lecturer on International Aid in the field of Business (2005-2009).
She received her MBA degree from Universidad EAFIT in 2008 and her Architecture Bachelor’s degree
from Universidad Pontificia Bolivariana in 1999. She is a DAAD DIES alumna as she participated in
the University Leadership and Management Training Program (UNILEAD 2010-2011). Her areas of
expertise are international project management, intercultural communication, international education
management, south-south cooperation practices and development of global partnerships.
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On Demand Sessions
Africa Market Update
Audience: All
Session description: Hear the latest market updates from Africa. The panel of speakers will discuss
current trends, strategies for recovery and what agents are hearing from current and prospective
students and their families.
The panel will feature speakers from agencies in Nigeria, Zambia and Madagascar.
Speakers:
Tobore Agbaire
Director of Business Development
Rankora Consulting
Nigeria
Tobore Agbaire is an international student recruitment specialist with over a
decade of successful experience working with individuals and families moving
abroad for study. She has led marketing teams with a heavy focus on digital
transformation. She holds a Master of Laws degree from the University of
Queensland Australia and also another Master’s degree in Tourism Management, from the University
of Strathclyde Scotland. She is the Managing Director of two international student recruitment
agencies.
Matthias Ehizua
Managing Director
Opportunities Africa Australia (OAA Study)
Nigeria
Matthias Ehizua is a qualified education agent counsellor and the principal
partner of OAA Study, an education agency specialising in career advisory
services, students’ placement, marketing and business development for
universities and colleges with operations in Australia, South Africa, Namibia,
Botswana, Kenya, Nigeria, Ghana and the Philippines.
For the last ten years, OAA Study has completed several educational marketing initiatives and achieved
great success. As one of the leading consulting firms in Australia that is knowledgeable on African
education and the student recruitment sector, OAA Study has been at the forefront in execution of a
wide array of business development and marketing activities across Africa, inclusive of participation
of education fairs in Uganda, Rwanda, Zambia, Botswana, Namibia, South Africa, Kenya, and Nigeria.
The overarching objective of our approach has made education providers more competitive in
domestic, regional and international student recruitment through OAA Study 3R strategies: Recruit,
Reward and Retain.
Matthias graduated with a Master of Taxation in Taxation and Financial Planning Specialisation
from The University of New South Wales and a Bachelor of Commerce (Economics) from Charles
Darwin University and is completing his Graduate Certificate of Educational Studies (Guidance,
Counselling and Careers Development) with The University of Queensland. Matthias’ interest is to
provide strategic and structural advice to universities and colleges on career development, education,
business development, education marketing, and education financing in areas of emerging industries
and future growth opportunities in Australia and Africa.
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Dr. Patrick Nkhoma
Managing Director
DALP Consultancy Services (Z) Ltd
Zambia
Dr. Patrick Nkhoma holds a Bachelors Degree in Aeronautical Engineering,
with a minor in Aviation Management from Embry Riddle University, Daytona
Beach, Florida (USA) and also has a Masters in Business Administration
(International Business) and a Doctorate (Development Economics) both
from Edith Cowan University.
He has over 15 years consultancy experience in Perth, Western Australia, working with small and
medium size businesses in strategic business planning and developing marketing plans, as well as
assisting businesses negotiations and sourcing funds. He has over 10 years teaching experience at
University level and 18 years working experience at Zambia Airways in several positions including
engineering, coordination and marketing training, and senior level management in the aviation
industry; over 15 years experience in education consultancy in Africa for a large number of education
institutions in Australia, Canada, USA, China, India, South Africa, Malaysia, UAE, Turkey, Greece and
the United Kingdom.
From 1998 to date Dr. Nkhoma, through his company C & N Centre for Advanced International
Studies, has established and coordinated in-country training programmes for various public sector
organisations in Zambia, where Edith Cowan University has trained government officers in financial
investigation, good governance and fraud, a programme funded jointly through AUSAID and USAID.
In 2003 Dr. Nkhoma set up another new company DALP Consultancy Services (Z) Ltd which provides
education consultancy services specifically to Canadian, New Zealand and British (UK) Colleges and
Universities in Africa and Australia. He has been regularly attending ICEF events for more than 10
years.
Fanambinana Gabriel Jacky
Managing Director
Fan Education Agency
Madagascar
Fanambinana Gabriel Jacky is the managing director of Fan Education
Agency. The agency has been established in 2016 and has an office in the
capital city of Madagascar - Antananarivo. The agency has started with a few
destinations and now it is open to the world from Australia to Canada. The
agency has been with ICEF since 2016 and has been working in an effective manner with universities
since then.
Host:
Landry Niagne
Agent Relationship Manager
ICEF
Germany
Landry studied German studies at the Université d‘Abidjan-Cocody in Ivory
Coast. He also graduated in Translation Studies (French, German and Turkish)
and Political Sciences from the University of Bonn. After working in different
areas gathering experience in education, industry and automotive he joined
ICEF in 2018 as Agent Relationship Manager and is responsible for recruiting quality agents from
sub-Saharan Africa.
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On Demand Sessions
Australia: Destination Update
Audience: Agents
Session description: Travel restrictions and visa processing remain as some of the biggest challenges
affecting international student mobility this year. In recent months we have seen several major study
destinations - including Australia in late July - reopen their visa processing offices. We discuss the
latest developments for Australia as a study destination, including an overview of Australia’s National
coordination and commitment to the support of international students.
The launch of Austrade’s education agent micro-credential is imminent. This new course for education
agents is introduced, along with other priority activities that Austrade and the Study Australia
Partnership are undertaking at the present time.
Speakers:
Helen Kronberger
Acting Head of International Education
Austrade
Australia
Helen Kronberger brings 20 years of experience in international education,
across the Higher Education, VET and Government sectors, to her role at
Austrade, including working closely with education agents, ELICOS providers,
international schools and pathway programmes. Helen has worked incountry on behalf of Australian education providers and government in 16
markets across Asia, Europe, Scandinavia and the Americas. She is passionate about the benefits of
international education to domestic and international students alike, to campus and community life,
and to global society.

Tomas O’Brien
Study Australia Partnership Lead
Austrade
Australia
Tomas is a Senior Adviser within the Austrade Education Team. His
responsibilities include coordinating the Study Australia Partnership with a
focus on collaboration opportunities across all Australian study destination
agencies. Tomas has worked on international education policy and
programmes within various Australian Government agencies for over ten years. He holds a Bachelor
of Education (honours) and Masters of International Education. Before joining the public service
Tomas worked as a community educator delivering VET qualifications to a diverse range of learners,
including international students.
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Brett Blacker
CEO
English Australia
Australia
Brett is Chief Executive Officer of English Australia, the national association
for English language colleges in Australia. Previously he was President of the
International Education Association of Australia (IEAA), International Director
at the University of Newcastle, Director of Murdoch International at Murdoch
University and also National Business Development Manager and subsequently General Manager Health at OSHC Worldcare, Mondial Assistance (Allianz Insurance).

Host:
Rod Hearps
Vice President - Asia Pacific
ICEF
Australia
Rod Hearps is passionate about the international education industry. For over
29 years Rod has sought to innovate and create better ways of connecting
educators, agents and international students. In the 90’s Rod owned and
managed a student recruitment agency, with offices in Japan and Australia,
then served as Principal and Marketing Manager of an Australian ELICOS
College. Rod has been involved in the ownership, management and marketing of numerous
international education companies, including ICEF Asia Pacific, EdMedia and Hyperstudy.com. Rod
currently manages the Asia Pacific region for ICEF GmbH, as well as the ICEF Education Fund.
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On Demand Sessions
China Market Update
Audience: All
Session description: Hear the latest market updates from China. The panel of speakers will discuss
current trends, strategies for recovery and what agents are hearing from current and prospective
students and their families.
Speakers:
Tiankang (Daniel) Zheng
Managing Director
HOPE International Education
China
Daniel is the Managing Director of HOPE International Education. He was
formerly the education Promotion Manager in the British Council Shanghai.
HOPE International Education was established in 2000 and has offices in
Shanghai, Hangzhou and Nanjing. HOPE works with over 400 overseas
institutions (80% from UK).
Fangqian (Janet) Cheng
Director of Study Abroad Center
GreatChina International Education
China
Janet is the Manager of the Global Education Center from GreatChina
International Education. GreatChina was founded in 1996, with a group of
over 300 staffs, works with more than 2000 institutions in over 20 countries.
They send most of their students to the USA.

Li Tuo
Founder & CEO, Dalian Tuozhong Education & Technology Co. Ltd. and
Director, China Software Industry Association
China
Mr. Li Tuo is the Founder & CEO of Dalian Tuozhong Education & Technology
Co. Ltd, also Jiemo.net. He has a master degree of Public Policy from Kyoto
University and is an expert on Sino-Japanese culture exchange. Jiemo.net
is an online consultant agency. The agency started with studying in Japan
services in 2010, and has now expanded their destinations to the USA, Canada, UK, Australia, Japan,
Korea, Singapore, etc.
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Host:
Albert An
Director China
ICEF
China
Albert An started the ICEF China office in 1999 and has since been closely
working with various education factors in the Greater China region. He worked
as the China Representative of the British Tourist Authority before joining ICEF.
Being part of the operation team of every ICEF event in China, Albert An has
helped many education agents and providers find their ideal business partners. Albert An loves to
work in the education field and is a strong believer that education is the key to a better world.
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On Demand Sessions
English UK: an Update on the ELT Sector in the UK
Audience: All
Session description: Jodie Gray, Interim CEO of English UK, talks about the impact of Covid-19 on
the UK ELT sector, with an update on the current situation in the UK and on the work that English UK
member centres have done to make their centres Covid-19 secure for staff and students. She will also
look forward to 2021 and offer insights on the plans of the association in supporting the sector as it
responds to the twin challenges of Covid-19 and Brexit.
English UK is the national association of English language teaching centres in the UK, representing
around 400 teaching centres and 40 service providers. English UK has been at the forefront of the
industry’s response to the Covid-19 crisis with webinars, events, training and information sharing.
English UK recently released a major campaigning roadmap for the recovery of the sector and
commissions industry leading statistics and market reports, all of which Jodie will draw on in her
presentation.
Speaker:
Jodie Gray
Interim CEO
English UK
United Kingdom
Jodie was appointed interim chief executive of English UK in February 2020.
Together with the senior leadership team, Jodie is responsible for establishing
and reviewing key strategic priorities and overseeing the work of the association.
Having worked at English UK for many years, she is extremely proud of the
association and its executive team, and is committed to supporting English UK’s members and the
UK ELT sector.
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On Demand Sessions
FEDELE - Learn Spanish in Spain
Audience: Agents
Session description: Live an experience of quality linguistic and cultural immersion together with the
member schools of the Federation of Spanish Schools for Foreigners. Studying Spanish in Spain gives
you a unique opportunity to get to know the wide cultural diversity of our country, its gastronomy and
its wide range of leisure activities.
Speaker:
David Trigo Muñoz
Manager of the Federation
FEDELE
Spain
David Trigo Muñoz is the manager of the Spanish Federation of Associations of
Spanish Schools for Foreigners (FEDELE). He has a degree in Advertising and
Public Relations and is currently studying for a Master’s degree in International
Commerce. He has eight years of experience at the Department of Commercial
Promotion of the Instituto Cervantes. His training and professional experience have been developed
in areas related to the analysis, development and viability of business and products. He has worked
as a commercial project manager in customer service, team coordination, marketing and product
management. He has a wide commercial and sales experience, is oriented to objectives and results,
with analytical capacity for the organization and global vision of the business. He is currently the
manager of FEDELE, an organization made up of seven associations, which includes more than 102
schools of Spanish as a foreign language, whose objective is to promote quality standards in the
teaching of Spanish in Spain and abroad.
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On Demand Sessions
France - Destination Update by Groupement Fle
Audience: All
Session description: Eleri Maitland, Spokesperson for Groupement Fle, the largest association of
French language schools in France, will give a brief presentation about the association and then
an overview of the situation in France at the present time. She will explain the various programmes
offered by GFle schools and the visa situation post Covid.
Speaker:
Eleri Maitland
Spokesperson, Groupement Fle and
Owner, French in Normandy
France
Eleri Maitland is Welsh and has been living and working in France for over
thirty years. Although a History graduate she was a French language teacher
by profession and is now the owner of French in Normandy a school started
with her late husband Tom in 1992. The school was one of the first to receive
the French Government Quality label (Qualité fle) and recently the first school in France to be awarded
the Green Standard School accreditation.
Eleri is a keen gardener and composts all the organic waste from the school for use on her vegetable
garden and French in Normandy staff enjoy some of the surplus fruit and vegetables. When not
running the school or travelling to meet partners around the world Eleri’s hobbies include gardening,
horse riding, walking the dogs - not forgetting rugby as she is a member of the Welsh Rugby Union
and a keen supporter of Rouen Rugby, Scarlets and of course Welsh national rugby teams.
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On Demand Sessions
Get More German Clients with Bildungsurlaub!
Audience: Providers
Session description: In this seminar Thomas Roth from Bildungsurlaub Approval teamed up with
Korinne Algie from International Education Marketing to give educators some information on
Bildungsurlaub and how to promote the courses for Bildungsurlaub efficiently. Are you terrified when
clients are asking for Bildungsurlaub? In Germany employees from 14 federal states are entitled to 5
full-paid days per year to upskill. Do you know which states you can get your school recognised in and
which state is accepting the recognition from other states? You are approved for Bildungsurlaub but
how do you attract clients? All of these questions will be answered in this short seminar.
Speakers:
Thomas Roth
Owner
Bildungsurlaub - Approval
Germany
Thomas Roth is the owner of Language Peps, an agency specialised for airline
and travel industry staff, who are mostly booking ‘Bildungsurlaub’ courses. He
also owns Bildungsurlaub Approval, a service provider to help language schools
getting and maintaining their ‘Bildungsurlaub’ recognition.
Thomas has been in the language travel business for over 16 years working in his own agencies and
in the marketing department of international global agencies. ‘Bildungsurlaub’ has always been his
main target as he has close bonds to airlines, allowing their crew members to study languages at
recognised language schools.

Korinne Algie
Director
Korinne Algie International Education (KAIE) Marketing
Germany
Korinne Algie International Education (KAIE) Marketing, a consultancy offering
a variety of marketing and communications services to the international
education community was launched in 2018. Korinne has almost 20 years in
international education and, having been an exchange student herself, has an
intimate understanding of the industry as a whole. Previously, Korinne has worked as an agent, at both
public schools and private training institutions, and was Marketing Director at ICEF for close to 8 years.
KAIE Marketing offers services such as website design (UX/UI) and development, SEO, content
marketing and creation, branding, training, and specialist solutions for the Japan market. Services are
offered in English, German, Japanese, Portuguese (BR), Russian, Belarusian and now also French.
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On Demand Sessions
Green Standard Schools - Accrediting Environmental Sustainability in the Language
Teaching Industry
Audience: All
Session description: As we all know, the world is racing towards an environmental catastrophe
that can only be halted by immediate and persistent action. Not just action on a geo-political scale,
but action by everyone in their every-day habits and behaviours. The more people learn about
environmental issues, the more likely they are to modify their behaviours and persuade those around
them to modify theirs. Learning can take place in many different contexts; mainstream education is
key, as are social networks and traditional media channels. But we need to take every opportunity
both to communicate the many threats to our environment and to outline possible solutions; and
language teaching institutions, whether private or public, can play an important role.
This is why we decided to set up Green Standard Schools, a not-for-profit association that aims to
lessen the impact language teaching has on the environment by developing a set of policies and
practices that language teaching institutions and their stakeholders can adopt and adhere to. We
also award accreditation to those schools that can demonstrate a commitment to environmental
sustainability.
This webinar will outline how the association works and explain the benefits of membership - both for
schools and for the environment.
Speaker:
Jonathan Dykes
Co-founder and President
Green Standard Schools
Spain
Jonathan started out as an English teacher, working in Spain, Germany and
the UK, but he has spent most of his professional life in language school
management, including more than 20 years as CEO of the IHLS Group of
schools. In this role he started several new schools including IH Belfast, IH
Bogota and IH Riviera Maya. Jonathan was also the founder of Net Languages, one of the world’s
first Web-based language schools, and he was also a pioneer of environmental sustainability in the
language teaching industry, registering IH Barcelona on the EU’s Eco-Management Audit Scheme way
back in 2009.
Since leaving the IHLS Group in 2018, Jonathan has been working on a number of new projects
including one that is developing VR materials for language students, and another - Green Standard
Schools - which aims to guide language schools everywhere towards a more sustainable future.
Visit Green Standard Schools: https://greenstandardschools.org
Follow Jonathan: https://jonathandykesblog.wordpress.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonathan-dykes/
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On Demand Sessions
IALC Vision: A Development for the Future - Hybrid Classes
Audience: All
Session description: IALC schools have always represented the best quality language schools all
over the world. This high standard is even more important now that schools have moved to online
and hybrid courses. A group of IALC schools has created guidelines for developing best practice,
so that the high standards that epitomise IALC schools also run through these hybrid classes. This
presentation concentrates on the benefits of hybrid classes, not just for now, but also for the long-term
future. Hybrid classes should not be seen as just a product that bridges the gap during these times;
hybrid should be seen as an extremely viable addition to an agency‘s portfolio. Student feedback is
extremely positive.
Speakers:
Robin Adams
President, IALC and
President, CES North America
Canada
Robin was the President and Managing Director for the Global Village English
Centres, with five destinations in North America, for 13 years and has developed
an extensive B2B distribution channel in 30 countries. In August 2018, he
joined Centre of English Studies (CES) and runs the school in Toronto as well
as contributing to the marketing efforts for CES. Robin also sits on the Board of Directors for the
International Association of Language Centres (IALC) as the President.

Dr. Francesca Romana Memoli
Founder & Director
Accademia Italiana
Italy
Accademia Italiana was founded in 1997 by Dr. Francesca Romana Memoli,
a graduate and expert in modern foreign languages and cultures. Today, the
school represents one of the most accredited institutions in Italy for teaching
Italian for university and general programmes. She was also President of the
Italian association, ASILS, for more than 8 years.

Christina Rüger
Marketing & Sales Director
Dialoge - Bodensee Sprachschule
Germany
Christina is the Marketing and Sales Director for Dialoge, a school that teaches
German in Lindau, Germany.
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On Demand Sessions
ICEF Agent Training and the Agency Recognition Programme
Audience: All
Session description: This session will provide you with an introduction to ICEF’s agent training
courses as well as its agency recognition programme:
•
•

•
•

The ICEF Agent Training Course (IATC) is a practical, professional training course developed
by ICEF for education agency-based student counsellors.
The Canada Course for Education Agents was originally produced by Foreign Affairs and
International Trade, Canada in collaboration with ICEF and the Canadian Consortium for
International Education (CCIE). The course is now administered by ICEF and – on behalf of
CCIE – Languages Canada and the Canadian Association of Public Schools International
(CAPS-I).
The US Agent Training Course (USATC) is designed for international education agents
working with American schools, universities and colleges to recruit international students.
The Irish Education Agent Course (IEAC) is the first of its kind and supports professional
development for agents specialising in Ireland as a study destination.

All courses are available online and free of charge to agency student counsellors in a self-paced
modular format.
The second part of this presentation will focus on ICEF’s agency recognition programme. The ICEF
Agency Status (IAS) is recognised as an indicator of agent quality, showing that an agency has been
successfully vetted for, and participated in, ICEF events.
Speaker:
Shannon Wolff
Agent Relations Manager
ICEF
Germany
Shannon has worked in the international student recruitment and education
exchange industry for over 12 years, working directly with both agents and
students. Shannon first worked as account manager and program manager for
the Work & Travel and the Intern & Trainee teams at Alliance Abroad Group, a
US J-1 visa sponsor company for cultural exchange programs. She then went on to manage student
services, F-1 visa advising, local admissions and marketing at Kings Education Boston, an English
language and pathways institution.
Shannon joined ICEF in 2018 as Agent Relations Manager and is responsible for recruiting quality
agents from India and Europe for ICEF Events. She enjoys working with a diverse team located around
the world, and helping agents to maximize event and training opportunities with ICEF.
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On Demand Sessions
Ireland Destination Update: ELT Focus
Audience: Agents
Session description: This session will provide an overview of how the ELT Sector in Ireland has
responded to the Coronavirus pandemic, how MEI member schools have created a safe environment
for students and what we can expect to see in 2021 in the adult and junior markets.
Speakers:
Colm O’Byrne
Chair of the Board
Marketing English in Ireland (MEI)
Ireland
Colm is an Owner & Director of ATC Language Schools and is passionate
about delivering high quality English language programmes. ATC was
founded in 1973 and has two year round schools, one on the seafront
in Bray and the second in the heart of Dublin City Centre. In addition to
this, ATC offers a comprehensive range of programmes for international young learners at eight
locations across the country during the summer.
Colm has been working in the ELT Industry for 30 years, from a part time role in summer 1991 and full
time since 1996. Colm holds a Master’s Degree in Education and Training Management from Dublin
City University. ATC is accredited by ACELS/QQI and EAQUALS, a founding member of Marketing
English in Ireland (MEI) and proud Quality English licensee. Colm is the current Chair of the Board
of MEI. Colm enjoys time with his young family, travelling, playing tennis and is a keen Leinster and
Ireland rugby supporter.

Justin Quinn
Chairman
EAQUALS
Ireland
Justin Quinn has been in the ELT sector for over 30 years and is the Chairman
of EAQUALS and CEO of Centre of English Studies (CES). CES has eight year
round schools located in the UK, Ireland and Canada. Six of the year round
schools are in the UK and located in London, Oxford, Edinburgh, Leeds,
Harrogate and Worthing.
CES runs a range of programmes from adult standard & intensive courses, examination preparation
and a full suite of teacher training. CES also operates a large number of international junior summer
programmes. Justin studied Economics at the Dublin Institute of Technology and also in the Graduate
School of Business in Stanford University.
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Therese Dillon
Managing Director
MLI International Schools
Ireland
Therese Dillon has been involved in the ELT Industry for over 30 years. Therese
co-founded, and has been Managing Director of MLI International Schools
since 1994. MLI International Schools cater for junior learners from all over the
world, and specialise in year-round cultural exchange programmes, as well as
High School Programmes, throughout Ireland and the UK. Therese and her team are celebrating 26
successful years in business this year. MLI International Schools run 10 Summer centres throughout
the UK and Ireland. MLI International is ACELS accredited in Ireland and is accredited in the UK by
British Council. MLI International is also a Member of Marketing English in Ireland (MEI), English UK,
English UK Young Learners and the Association of Guardianship Providers Ireland (AGPI).
Therese served as a Board Member of Marketing English in Ireland (MEI) from 2013-2020, during
which time she was Chairperson from 2014-2017. She also served on the Academic and Marketing
Committees. During her tenure as Chair of MEI, the ELT Industry experienced major transition in
Ireland. As Chair of MEI, Therese led the organisation through these changes and worked closely with
many industry leaders and representatives from the Irish Government during this time. Therese Dillon
is also a Co-Founder of the Association of Guardianship Providers (AGPI) which was established in
2016.

Host:
Nick Stevenson
Acting Territory Manager - EMEA
ICEF
United Kingdom
Nick has been at ICEF since 2014, and is responsible for business development
within the UK & Ireland, helping education and service providers build
and maintain relationships with agencies overseas. He studied Spanish &
Management at the University of Leeds, including an Erasmus Year at the
Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Faculty of Economics & Business.
Since graduation from university in 2008, he has been working within the international education
sector, previously in business development positions with Study Travel Magazine and Inline.Marketing.
He is currently studying a Part-Time MBA at the University of Salford.
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On Demand Sessions
Language Learning in Germany in Times of COVID-19
Audience: All
Session description: The FDSV is a consortium of 37 leading German language schools and
tour operators that have committed to compliance with the strict Quality Guidelines of the FDSV,
according to the European Language Norm DIN EN 14804. Our members offer inbound and outbound
programmes.
Four of our members will give you an insight into what language learning in Germany looks like in
times of COVID-19: Barbara Jaeschke is the Managing Director at GLS Sprachenzentrum which offers
inbound and outbound as well as High School programmes. Managing Director Andrew Geddes will
speak on behalf of EURASIA Institute for International Education. EURASIA offers inbound only and
they are specialised in Pathway programmes. Vanessa Muth works as Managing Director for SAES,
Seminar for Advanced English Studies. SAES is specialised in offering IB and Abitur preparation
courses. Finally, Thomas Kiechle will provide some insights into the work of AIFS Educational Travel
and the challenges he and his team are currently facing. He serves as Managing Director at AIFS and
is sending students abroad on cultural exchange and Gap Year programmes.
Speaker:
Julia Richter
Managing Director
FDSV
Germany
After holding several leadership positions in the language travel industry, Julia
Richter joined the FDSV in 2012 as Managing Director. Since then she has
continuously expanded the association, founded the Incoming column and
introduced the FDSV seal according to the European Language Norm DIN EN 14804. Since she was
able to gain experience abroad through various programs for several years, she would like to pass this
enthusiasm on to other interested people. A special concern of her is also the quality development of
the association.
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On Demand Sessions
Languages Canada: Canada is Opening its Borders. What Does This Mean for
International Students?
Audience: All
Session description: Canada is opening its borders. But do you know if your students are eligible
to travel? What are the rules for quarantine? Do you know what students need to bring to Canada?
What documents do they need? How much does it cost? What happens if students are not ready? Do
you know how to prepare your students for that? Yes, there are MANY QUESTIONS. But Languages
Canada can help you!
In partnership with The Student Travels and Maritime Travel, Languages Canada has created a
convenient, all-inclusive, and worry-free Safe Arrival and Quarantine package for international students
that includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A 14-night quarantine hotel stay upon arrival in your destination city, at discounted rates
3 meals per day delivered to the hotel room for the duration of your quarantine stay
Private, COVID-safe transportation from the airport to the hotel
Comprehensive 4-week guard.me health insurance plan with COVID-19 coverage
Access to mental wellness counselling services through Keep.me SAFE by guard.meCares for
the duration of the quarantine stay
A Canadian phone number and SIM card for 1 month, including 5GB of data, unlimited
Canada-wide calling, and unlimited international text and picture messaging
All necessary Study Safe documentation to ensure students are fully informed of travel and 		
arrival requirements and have a smooth entry process into Canada

If you wish to get all the details on how to prepare your students, this webinar is for you!
Speaker:
Diego Sanchez
Manager, International Marketing
Languages Canada
Canada
Diego Sanchez, Languages Canada’s Manager, International Marketing, has
over 10 years of experience in the private and public sectors. He has worked
at Global Affairs Canada and NGO Mission Abroad. Past experiences entailed
working with agents, government, associations and chambers of commerce
for the organization of missions around the globe.
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On Demand Sessions
LATAMA (Latin American Associations of Agencies) - Market Updates from
Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador and Mexico
Audience: All
Session description: Hear the latest market updates from Latin America, including current trends,
strategies for recovery, and the role of agents in the region. Learn why LATAMA was created and
what each Latin American association is doing in their respective country.
The panel will feature speakers from: ARSAA, BELTA, ANEX, COICEC and AMTE.
Speakers:
Dr. Gabriela Ardito
President - ARSAA, Argentine Study Abroad Association and
Founder & CEO - VCE International
Argentina
Gabriela Ardito holds a PhD in Modern Languages from USAL, Argentina, and
has been involved in ESL Teaching, Research and Language Travel for almost
three decades. Founder & CEO at VCE, Gabriela has signed collaboration
agreements with renowned international educational institutions, is an ICEF
trained agent; Quality English, IALC & English UK partner agent; ALTO member,
and has also presided the Argentine Study Abroad Association ARSAA since it was launched in
2016. Passionate about progress, development and constant evolution, Gabriela started up as a very
young private ESL tutor to then be able to found her own school, become a university lecturer and
start her own language travel business. Mother of two teenage sons, she sometimes finds it hard
to strike a balance between her career and her family life. However, that has not deterred her from
teaching, engaging in as many research projects and industry events as she can, expanding the range
of programs VCE International has on offer, exploring new study abroad destinations, and working
towards the growth of ARSAA so as to position the Argentine market both in Latin America and the
rest of the world.

Ricardo Toscano
President, COICEC and Director of International Programs & Admissions,
World Education Access
Ecuador
Ricardo graduated as an Industrial Engineer and has an MBA degree in
International Business. After graduation he had the opportunity to study
in Canada where he first made contact with the International Education
industry. Ricardo has been working in the educational consultancy industry
for 30 years, he currently works in an educational group and higher education institution which also
has language schools in Ecuador. Ricardo is a leader in his field and he is permanently searching to
improve education for the youth and young adults of Ecuador.
Since 2016 he is in charge of COICEC - the first and only organisation that endorses prestigious
international cultural exchange organisations of the country. It was created by the most important
and prestigious agencies of the country and approved by the Ecuadorian government in 2009.
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Maura Leão
President, BELTA - Brazilian Educational & Language Travel Association and
CEO, Yet Education & Travel (Yázigi Travel Intercâmbios)
Brazil
Maura de Araújo Leão, reelected BELTA’s (Brazilian Education & Language
Travel Association) President for the 2018-2021 period after acting for the
2015 – 2018 and FELCA’s (The Federation of Education and Language
Consultant Associations) vice-president for the 2019-2022 period.
Mother of 2 boys, she is co-founder and CEO responsible for the international education holding
company Yet Education & Travel for the brands Yázigi Travel and Youniverse Intercâmbios, designed
to deliver international education programs to the Yázigi language school network, which has been in
the market for 70 years and has over 430 schools throughout Brazil. And also to other chains that are
part of the Pearson Group in Brazil, having sent thousands of students abroad to programmes from
language to university placements. With wide experience since her participation as a scholarship
holder for the American Field Service in the 70’s, she has large international experience in negotiations,
deep knowledge about the Brazilian market and has lived in the USA and Germany as an exchange
student having travelled to all continents.

Felipe Garcés
President, ANEX Colombia - National Association of Education Advisors for
Study Abroad and Managing Director, EXTUDIA S.A.S.
Colombia
Felipe is a chemical engineer, with an MBA and a specialization in international
business. Also, a South American specialist with extensive contacts throughout
the Spanish speaking regions. He is an experienced negotiator able to
manage a business relationship right through from making initial contact with
potential business partners to negotiating and closing deals. Felipe is extremely committed with vast
experience on managing teams and has the ability to adapt and perform in different environments.
He has been working in the industry for over 18 years. He worked for 10 years at an UK-based ESL
institution and is now an education agent. Felipe is the current General Manager of Extudia S.A.S and
the president of ANEX Colombia.

William Herrera
President, AMTE - Asociación Mexicana de Turismo Educativo and
Executive Director, EE - Estudiantes Embajadores
Mexico
William is a serial entrepreneur. He has created more than 10 companies
and projects in areas such as international education, human resources,
training, travels, insurance, technology, health, renewable energy and
investment funds. He is the Director of the Group Estudiantes Embajadores,
where he has created consultancy projects in international education and
mobility for both students and professionals in work experience programs abroad, for various national
and international academic institutions. He has more than 20 years of professional operational
experience with small, medium and large multinational companies in different areas. He mentors
young entrepreneurs in the area of strategy, operation and marketing. He graduated from TEC as an
Electronics Systems Engineer in 1994 and actively participated in extracurricular activities in different
areas. He studied the Master’s in Administration at the London School of Economics in 2000. He
has collaborated with political, civil and charitable organizations offering his time and talent on a
voluntary basis. William is an enthusiastic world traveler and amateur photographer on the hunt for
the unrepeatable moment.
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Host:
Karin Florez
Agent Relationship Manager, Business Development Latin America
ICEF
Brazil
Karin Florez is ICEF’s Latin America Account Manager. Her job is to help
organize a successful ICEF Latin America event (virtual or in-person), recruit
the top Brazilian and Latin American agents to ICEF events and to introduce
Latin American and especially Brazilian educators to ICEF events. Karin holds
a marketing degree from ESPM (Escola Superior de Propaganda e Marketing) as well as a Post
Graduate Degree in “Planning and Marketing in Tourism/Events” from SENAC.
She held various job positions in a number of industries (Chemical, Architecture, US Chamber of
Commerce Visa Department, Consulting, Real Estate, Software, Licensing) before joining the New
Zealand General Consulate in São Paulo where she worked for eight years as a Visa/Consular Officer
and as a Business Development Associate in charge of promoting New Zealand education within
Brazil. As such she has a first-hand knowledge of our industry, not only from the Brazilian agent side
but also from a foreign education provider perspective.
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On Demand Sessions
Malta: Current Situation
Audience: All
Session description: In this presentation, James Perry explains the current situation in Malta as it
stands today, the impact that it had on the ELT schools and plans for the near future. Malta has
opened its airport as of 1st July 2020 and ELT Schools have been operating under protocols.
The ELT industry is a very resilient industry, and we are working hard to ensure that post-Covid, the
FELTOM schools are there stronger than ever.
Speaker:
James Perry
CEO
FELTOM
Malta
Mr. James Perry currently holds the position of CEO at the Federation of English
Language Teaching Organisations Malta (FELTOM). The role of this not-for-profit
federation is to act as a voice for the member schools, to ensure that standards
are maintained through an accreditation system and to promote member schools and Malta as a
quality destination. Mr. Perry has vast experience within the tourism and education industry where his
credentials include being the director of the main tourism school in Malta (ITS) and he also worked
within the government accreditation body (NCFHE) as a course accreditation officer and trainer.
Further to the initial Higher Diploma in Hospitality Studies, Mr. Perry attained a BA in Tourism Studies,
Post Graduate degree in Vocation Education and Training and a Masters degree in International
Marketing Management. He is also a qualified chef, but it is just for friends to enjoy.
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On Demand Sessions
Market Updates from Russia, Kazakhstan and Ukraine
Audience: All
Session description: Hear the latest market updates from Russia, Kazakhstan and the Ukraine. The
panel of speakers will discuss current trends, strategies for recovery and what agents are hearing
from current and prospective students and their families.
Speakers:
Alexandra Tarchenko
Head of DEC education
DEC education
Ukraine
Alexandra has been working in the field of international education for more
than 12 years. After completing her Master’s degree in International Relations,
she joined DEC education in 2008 and dedicated the next years to establishing
and developing partnerships with foreign educational providers and promoting
their programs in Ukraine. Alexandra organized numerous DEC educational
fairs and events.
In 2019, Alexandra was the Project Manager of the 26th International Democratic Education
Conference IDEC in Kyiv, which had a great impact on the development of educational providers from
Ukraine and from over 15 countries of the world. In April 2020 Alexandra took the position of the head
of DEC education. DEC education is a part of DEC group, which unites companies offering educational
services for children and adults in Ukraine and abroad. The group includes also the network of English
language schools DEC School, group trips abroad for children DEC holidays, the innovative camp DEC
Camp and the new format school DEC Life School. The philosophy of all DEC companies is lifelong
learning. The company believes that a person should learn and develop during a lifetime.

Dr. Anna Ryzhova
Research Specialist
AREA - Association of Russian Educational Advisors
Russia
Anna Ryzhova‘s personal experience in the field of international education
includes 20 years as an agency owner in Russia and in Canada and 10 years
as a board member of the Association of Russian Education Advisors (AREA).
Dr. Ryzhova is a graduate of professional training programmes - IATC and
the Canada Course, as well as a Regulated Canadian Immigration Consultant (RCIC). In the years
from 1999-2001 she was a Research Officer at the Russian Academy of Science and the Institute of
Complex Social Researches.
In 2003 Anna Ryzhova was granted a PhD degree in the field of Foreign Economy (Russian Academy
of Economics, named after G. V. Plekhanov).
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Dr. Marina Khan
Founder and Director
Intellect Agency
Kazakhstan
Marina has been involved in international education for 20+ years. She is
working with many schools, colleges and universities around the world
helping young people to get access to the leading educational institutions.
She is passionate about education and has a PhD in Sociology.

Host:
Sergey Krasnyanskiy
Director CIS
ICEF
Russia
Sergey studied in Russia, Ukraine and Germany and achieved two Master of
Science degrees in Economics, Marketing and Controlling, one from Simferopol
State University and another from The University of Applied Sciences BonnRhein-Sieg, St. Augustin. Sergey started his career at ICEF in 2000 and has
been working in a variety of positions with agents as well as with educators and service providers
from all over the world while focusing on the CIS market. Since 2012 he holds the position of Director
CIS and manages Russia, parts of Eastern Europe, Central Asia and the Caucasus.
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On Demand Sessions
Middle East Market Update
Audience: All
Session description: Hear the latest market updates from the Middle East, including current trends,
strategies for recovery and what agents are hearing from current and prospective students and their
families.
The panel features speakers from agencies in Jordan, Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Iran.
Speakers:
Ayman Abdelhafez
Managing Director
Sindibad Study Abroad
Saudi Arabia
Ayman is the founder and managing director of Sindibad Study Abroad; a
leading and well-established study abroad agency in Saudi Arabia and Egypt
since 2009. However, Ayman has been in the study abroad industry since
2006. Within the last 15 years, Ayman and Sindibad successfully recruited
thousands of students to study at multiple destinations around the world. Ayman is a certified agent
by British Council, PIER Australia, an ITAC, Canada Course Graduate, US Course Graduate, Irish Course
Graduate, and Education New Zealand Trained Agent.

Hadeel Albiek
Marketing and Business Development Manager
Yes Atlas
United Arab Emirates
Hadeel Albiek is a marketing and business development manager at Yes
Atlas. She has experience in the fields of business management, marketing
analytics, business development, marketing strategies, research, and
relationship sustainability. She has gained 8 years of experience in the Middle
East market, and especially the Language market in Saudi Arabia. Hadeel holds a bachelor degree of
Software Engineering from the Arab International University, Damascus, Syria.

Meriam Bader
External Affairs Director
The Oval Office for Studies and Research
Jordan
Meriam Bader is the head of external affairs and also managing the sales
team in The Oval Office group. Meriam was born and raised in Amman,
Jordan. She finished her Bachelor degree in marketing from the university
of Jordan in 2014. She has worked as a marketer and event’s organiser and
presenter for five years and started working in the education field three years ago. She is investing
her time in researching all the aspects related to the education field and its demands including study
abroad from Jordan, Egypt and Iraq.
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Soheyl Ahmadi
Managing Director
Tekie Gaah-e Danesh
Iran
Soheyl M. Ahmadi, is a Regulated Canadian Immigration Consultant, has
an office in Montréal and is the managing director of TKDanesh. TKDanesh
is a reputable student recruitment agency in Tehran, Iran. Soheyl has been
in the student recruitment industry for 10 years. He has worked with many
educators from all over the world and has been focused mainly on recruitment of students from Iran
to Canada, Italy and Russia. Soheyl has served over 400 clients with their immigration applications to
Canada since 2016.

Host:
Nabil Najd
Director MENA Region
ICEF Middle East & North Africa
Lebanon
Nabil joined ICEF in 2011 as an Agent Relations and Business Development
Manager for the Middle Eastern and North African markets and since
2018 holds the position of Director MENA Region, ICEF Lebanon. Nabil has
developed a wide range of contacts within the industry and contributed
towards broadening ICEF’s access to the region by focusing on introducing quality agents to our
events around the world.
In addition, Nabil is responsible for assisting and advising educational institutions new to working with
study abroad agents and/or new to ICEF events and helping clients to select the most appropriate
ICEF services to increase their international student enrolments. Nabil graduated with a Master’s
degree in Automation Technology from the Technical University Berlin, Germany in 2010. He speaks
English and German as well as his native language Arabic.
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On Demand Sessions
New Zealand Destination Update: Engagement with Agents
Audience: Agents
Session description: Hear the latest updates on New Zealand as a study destination.
Geneviève Rousseau Cung provides updates on Education New Zealand’s work in supporting and
engaging with high quality education agents. This includes an overview of AgentLab, part of the new
MaiENZ portal, ENZ’s online platform for education agents, as well as updates on the ENZ Recognised
Agency programme.
Celia Coombes presents the latest updates from Immigration New Zealand, including details relating
to visa arrangements for the 250 international PhD and postgraduate students who will soon be
invited to return to New Zealand to resume their studies.
Speakers:
Geneviève Rousseau Cung
Manager - Education Agents
Education New Zealand
New Zealand
Geneviève Rousseau Cung is Education New Zealand’s Manager Education
Agents. Geneviève supports education agents and engages with them
through various activities and initiatives such as the Education New Zealand
Recognised Agency (ENZRA) programme and AgentLab. She has over 15
years of experience working in the international education industry in New Zealand, Canada and
the UK. Geneviève has experience across sectors, having mainly worked in international marketing
and student recruitment. Working with education agents has always been an integral part of her
career. She is passionate about promoting New Zealand as the best place to live and study. You can
communicate with Geneviève in English, French, Spanish and Portuguese.

Celia Coombes
Sector Strategy Manager (Education)
Immigration New Zealand
New Zealand
Celia is Immigration New Zealand’s Strategy Manager for Education. She has
knowledge and experience on all matters relating to international students
and immigration - policy, products and processing. Celia works very closely
with other government agencies relating to education and is heavily involved
with New Zealand’s COVID-19 response in regards to education and students. Celia has been with
Immigration New Zealand for 16 years.
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On Demand Sessions
Preparing for ICEF Virtual Events: A Guide for Agents
Audience: Agents
Session description: This session will provide you with a step by step guideline on how to make the
most out of your participation in ICEF virtual events in general and ICEF Virtual Berlin in particular.
The session will cover the following topics:
•
•
•
•

Preparation prior to the virtual event
How to maximise your time during the virtual event
Post-event follow-up and agent contracts
How to maximise your working relationship with providers

Speaker:
Tiffany Egler
Director Agent Relations
ICEF
Germany
Tiffany is a leading professional in the field of agent relations. As Director of
the Agents Department at ICEF, her knowledge and dedication has been crucial
to the development of ICEF events and agent recruitment. During her tenure
of over 20 years at ICEF, Tiffany has overseen the successful organisation of
most of ICEF’s agent events and today manages an international team which
continues to develop and to increase efforts to ensure the recruitment of professional study abroad
agents worldwide.
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On Demand Sessions
Preparing for ICEF Virtual Events: A Guide for Educators and Service Providers
Audience: Providers
Session description: This session will provide you with a step by step guideline on how to make the
most out of your participation in ICEF virtual events in general and ICEF Virtual Berlin in particular.
The session will cover the following topics:
•
•
•
•

Preparation prior to the virtual event
How to maximise your time during the virtual event
Post-event follow-up and agent contracts
How to maximise your working relationship with agents

Speaker:
Ian Cann
Director Americas
ICEF
Germany
As Director Americas at ICEF, Ian has more than a decade’s experience working
with institutions in effectively using agents to maximize international student
recruitment. In total Ian has been involved in international student recruitment
for 12 years, and regularly presents at international conferences on topics of
international enrolment management, working with international recruitment
agents, international marketing, and regional market intelligence. Previous to his current role, Ian was
involved in international education as a sales and operations representative for Salão do Estudante/
Expo Estudiante, based in Brazil, where he gained experience in the Latin American market. Prior to
that, Ian was based in London, working for Time Inc. on some of the most popular magazines and
websites in Britain. Ian gained a Bachelor of Arts with Honours in Philosophy from the University of
Leeds in the UK in 2005. He speaks English, Spanish, and Portuguese and is based in Barcelona.
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On Demand Sessions
Recruiting from Germany, Sweden and the Netherlands
Audience: All
Session description: Agents from Germany, Sweden and the Netherlands will discuss current trends,
strategies for recovery and what they are hearing from current and prospective students and their
families.
Speakers:
Johan Asplund
CEO & Founder
DreamStudies
Sweden
Johan Asplund has worked in the study abroad industry since 2002 as a student
counselor, product developer, web marketer, and managing director. He has
studied abroad in five different countries and helped thousands of Swedish
and Scandinavian students to study abroad. In 2016 Johan Asplund founded
DreamStudies (www.dreamstudies.se), based in Stockholm, Sweden. It is a
new kind of agency offering great flexibility to schools and students. DreamStudies helps schools
and other service providers to find and recruit international students from Scandinavia and the rest
of the world.
Pieter-Jan Hegener
Founder & Managing Director
Interlanguage Study Abroad
Netherlands
Pieter-Jan Hegener is founder and managing director of Interlanguage Study
Abroad (1986). Interlanguage Study Abroad is a leading educational agency in
the Netherlands, providing counselling and placement services for clients who
are looking for an education abroad experience: language courses for adults
and juniors, college, university and high school programs. Partners are quality education providers
from 35 different countries worldwide.
Alexandra Michel
Managing Partner
College Contact GmbH
Germany
Alexandra Michel is the Managing Director of College Contact in Germany.
She studied political science with a special focus on international relations
at the Free University of Berlin, the University of Kiel and the University of
Copenhagen. Both her academic background and her extracurricular
experience as an intercultural competence trainer and national support team member for a large
international student organization inspired her to pursue a career in international education. Upon
graduation, Alexandra joined College Contact as a student advisor in 2004 and quickly progressed
into a leadership role, first within the advising team and then within the management board until
becoming Managing Partner in 2020. Alexandra is an active member of AIRC (American International
Recruitment Council) and has presented at various international education conferences.
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Host:
Stephanie Zimmermann
Senior Agent Relations Manager
ICEF
Germany
Stephanie joined ICEF in 2006 through an internship program while completing
her Master’s degree in Germany. In 2007 she accepted a full time role as a
Project Manager in ICEF’s Agents Department and has since May 2011 held
the position of Senior Agent Relations Manager. Stephanie’s role includes
connecting multinational student recruitment agents with international education providers at ICEF
events. In addition, she is responsible for building and managing a wide range of agent relationships
and advising agents as to which ICEF Events will provide them with educator contacts to fit their
student profiles and demand.
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On Demand Sessions
Student Recruitment from Turkey during the Pandemic
Audience: Providers
Session description: Join a market update from Turkey. Agency association representatives from
YEDAB and UED will discuss current trends, strategies for recovery and what they are hearing from
current and prospective students and their families.
Speakers:
Burak Yilmaz
International Affairs Counsellor, YEDAB and
Founder, Aktif Education Abroad Agency
Turkey
Burak Yilmaz founded Aktif Education Abroad Agency in 2008. Before, he
studied Economics at Bogazici University, Istanbul. Burak is also an official
Student/Educational Coach, certified by Yildiz Technica University, Istanbul.
His concentration is mainly on academic counselling for Turkish students
who want to pursue their studies abroad. Aktif Education Abroad Agency has four branch offices
across Turkey.
Mr. Yilmaz speaks three languages and represented his company and the Turkish market in several
international events so far. He has also been active in some NGOs and social responsibility projects
since 2012. He was the General Coordinator of the Association of Press and Publishing in Turkey
for three years and has been part of a team that represented the Turkish Ministry of Culture in many
countries such as the UK, Germany, Greece, South Korea, China, etc. For more than one year, he has
been serving as the International Affairs Counsellor of the agent association YEDAB - Turkey.
Aslihan Özenc
President, UED (The Association of International Educational Counselors
Turkey) and
Owner, ASBA Education Consulting
Turkey
Aslihan Özenc is an agent with many years of experience in the international
education field. She has over 28 years of experience in the recruitment of
international students.
She has a dual degree in Economics and Management from West Georgia State University.
Aslihan started academic advising and counseling in 1992. In 1996, she started ASBA Educational
Consulting and has been advising thousands of students to go abroad for their academic and
summer programmes. She has worked with universities to establish their recruitment and marketing
strategies in Turkey. For the past four years she has also been working with Turkish universities for
their internationalisation.
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Host:
Seher Neöz
Business Development Manager
ICEF
Germany
Seher joined ICEF in 2007 as a university student and is now a Business
Development Manager within the EMEA region. Her main duties are to assist
and advise educational institutions new to working with education agents
and/or new to ICEF events and helping current clients to select the most
appropriate ICEF services to increase their international student enrolments
considering their recruitment needs and budget. In addition, Seher is responsible for recruiting quality
agents from Turkey, Cyprus and Israel for ICEF events around the world.
Seher gained a Bachelor of Arts with Honours in Translation Studies at the London Metropolitan
University and also graduated in Translation Studies and Political Sciences from the University of
Bonn.
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On Demand Sessions
Studying in Canada - A Destination of Choice in Unprecedented Times
Audience: All
Session description: Despite these challenging and unprecedented times, Canada’s response to
the pandemic and the opportunity to be immersed in English, French or have a bilingual experience,
continues to make Canada a very popular, unique destination for high school, language and postsecondary students.
This presentation will provide agents with insight as to how Canadian institutions plan to re-open and
support international students to move forward during the pandemic. Agents will also learn about
the CAPS-I, Languages Canada and CiCan tools and resources available to support their continued
marketing and counselling efforts.
Speakers:
Bonnie McKie
Executive Director
Canadian Association of Public Schools - International (CAPS-I)
Canada
Bonnie McKie has provided leadership in international education for more than
18 years. She has been the Executive Director of the Canadian Association
of Public Schools International (CAPS-I) since the not-for-profit association’s
incorporation in March 2008.
Prior to joining CAPS-I, Ms. McKie was the Manager of International Education for the Surrey School
District, the largest public school district in British Columbia. She also served on the Executive
Committee of IPSEA (International Public School Education Association of BC) as Vice-President and
is currently Co-Convenor of the Global Alliance of Education and Language Associations. In 1988,
Bonnie participated in a study abroad programme in Japan and her family has also had the pleasure
of hosting international students. Bonnie currently resides in Greater Vancouver, BC and has two
grown children.

Andrew Champagne
Manager, Mobility Programs
CiCan
Canada
Andrew Champagne is an international education professional with crosscutting industry experience. He has worked on international education policy
with Global Affairs Canada, in international student recruitment with the
University of British Columbia and now manages international recruitment
and outbound mobility programs with Colleges and Institutes Canada.
Andrew is an alumnus of the University of Ottawa’s Graduate School of Public and International
Affairs. He is fluently bilingual (English and French) and has lived in both China and Vietnam. Andrew
believes that international mobility is a force for good in the world and is supportive of two-way
mobility initiatives.
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Diego Sanchez
Manager, International Marketing
Languages Canada
Canada
Diego Sanchez, Languages Canada’s Manager, International Marketing, has
over 10 years of experience in the private and public sectors. He has worked
at Global Affairs Canada and NGO Mission Abroad. Past experiences entailed
working with agents, government, associations and chambers of commerce
for the organization of missions around the globe.
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On Demand Sessions
The State of the Brazilian Market Before and During the Pandemic
Audience: All
Session description: Learn about BELTA’s 2020 research results and the trends in the Brazilian study
abroad market during the COVID-19. Presented by Maura Leão, the president of the association and
an agent that has a lot of experience in the market. Information will be given about agencies and
students profile in 2019 and the impact of the pandemic in the international education market in
Brazil, according to a survey made by Belta and Education New Zealand. The survey shows important
changes and new trends. Educators will have updated information and will learn that partnering with
quality Brazilian agents is an effective way to increase their share of the market.
Speaker:
Maura Leão
President, BELTA - Brazilian Educational & Language Travel Association and
CEO, Yet Education & Travel (Yázigi Travel Intercâmbios)
Brazil
Maura de Araújo Leão, reelected BELTA’s (Brazilian Education & Language
Travel Association) President for the 2018-2021 period after acting for the
2015 – 2018 and FELCA’s (The Federation of Education and Language
Consultant Associations) vice-president for the 2019-2022 period.
Mother of 2 boys, she is co-founder and CEO responsible for the international education holding
company Yet Education & Travel for the brands Yázigi Travel and Youniverse Intercâmbios, designed
to deliver international education programs to the Yázigi language school network, which has been in
the market for 70 years and has over 430 schools throughout Brazil. And also to other chains that are
part of the Pearson Group in Brazil, having sent thousands of students abroad to programmes from
language to university placements. With wide experience since her participation as a scholarship
holder for the American Field Service in the 70’s, she has large international experience in negotiations,
deep knowledge about the Brazilian market and has lived in the USA and Germany as an exchange
student having travelled to all continents.
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On Demand Sessions
UK Destination Update
Audience: Agents
Session description: Join an update from across the Higher Education, Vocational, Secondary and
Language Sectors providing an overview of changes that agents need to be aware of as we approach
2021.
Speakers:
Emma Meredith
International Director
Association of Colleges (AoC)
United Kingdom
Emma has been involved in UK international education since 2002. She has
worked in the public, private, university and college sectors in locations across
England and Scotland. At AoC Emma is responsible for supporting colleges
with their international strategies and for leading AoC’s international policy
work with Government. She represents colleges on advisory groups with the
Home Office, Department for International Trade and the British Council. WorldSkills competitions
and Brexit are also in her remit. Emma joined AoC from Edinburgh College where she managed the
international portfolio and ESOL curriculum. She graduated in French and Spanish from the University
of Cambridge after studying at her local sixth form college.
Tim Barker
Business Development Director
English UK
United Kingdom
Tim has worked in every position in the UK ELT industry since starting his
career in his family business whilst at college. He has managed summer
camps, worked in agent sales and business development and was managing
director to a group of ELT schools. Tim has also worked in Hanoi, Vietnam
teaching English to Kindergarten and primary-aged students and training and
recruiting teachers. He returned to the UK in September 2018 and took up his role at English UK
shortly after. At English UK Tim is responsible for the strategic management and development of the
commercial activities of the association. He also leads on market development activities to ensure
that English UK members benefit from opportunities to grow and diversify their businesses.
Dr. Almut Caspary
Higher Education and Science Lead, EU Region
British Council
United Kingdom
Almut Caspary leads the British Council higher education portfolio across the
EU region. Working with 24 country teams, European and UK stakeholders,
she supports student mobility and recruitment to the UK, internationalisation
in higher education and ensures alignment between UK and European sector
developments and goals. Before joining the British Council in January 2018,
Almut worked in research and science management in the UK and Germany. She is experienced
with strategic and collaborative programmes, engaging with a wide range of high-level academic and
policy stakeholders, and communicating to specialist and public audiences.
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Caroline Nixon
International Director
Boarding Schools’ Association (BSA)
United Kingdom
Caroline is International Director at the Boarding Schools’ Association (BSA),
a membership association of over 600 boarding schools in the UK and across
the world. She is also Director, BAISIS (British Association of Independent
Schools with International Students), a member of the British Council
International Education Advisory Group, and a member of the advisory group
to the British Government’s All Party Parliamentary Group for international students. Caroline has
worked in international education for 30 years. As Caroline Nixon Education Ltd., she has worked on
many successful projects including helping UK schools to establish new overseas branches, advising
an international school opening in the UK, assisting an educational group to set up a guardianship
agency, and advising schools on academic and pastoral provision for their international students.
Before becoming a consultant, Caroline was Principal of Taunton School International and set up a
new school for international children aged 8-14.
Host:
Nick Stevenson
Acting Territory Manager - EMEA
ICEF
United Kingdom
Nick has been at ICEF since 2014, and is responsible for business
development within the UK & Ireland, helping education and service providers
build and maintain relationships with agencies overseas. He studied Spanish
& Management at the University of Leeds, including an Erasmus Year at the
Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Faculty of Economics & Business.
Since graduation from university in 2008, he has been working within the international education
sector, previously in business development positions with Study Travel Magazine and Inline.Marketing.
He is currently studying a Part-Time MBA at the University of Salford.
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On Demand Sessions
Update on EFL Destination South Africa
Audience: All
Session description: An update from Education South Africa, the national association of English
language schools in South Africa, on current developments in South Africa relating to immigration,
school openings and health safety.
Speaker:
Torrique Borges
Chief Executive Officer
Education South Africa (EduSA)
South Africa
Torrique is the proverbial “son of the industry” in South Africa, having been
involved in ELT since the age of fifteen, first as part of a host family, then,
working in various positions within an established language school in Cape
Town, culminating in his appointment as Executive Manager, and, currently,
as the main representative of EduSA, the national association of language schools in South Africa.
Having worked his way up through the industry during the course of his professional career, he has
intimate and in-depth knowledge of the ELT sector in South Africa, which has been accumulated from
his very unique viewpoint.
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On Demand Sessions
Using Virtual Reality to Recruit and to Teach
Audience: All
Session description: The pandemic has made Virtual Reality (VR) campus tours an even more
valuable tool for recruiters. In this session we examine what features engage students the most and
result in the most effective recruitment tool. We also showcase some examples of how VR is being
used in the classroom to improve learning outcomes.
Speaker:
Ross Holmes
Executive Director - Digital Services
ICEF
United Kingdom
Ross is Executive Director of Digital Services at ICEF. He started his career in
international education in 2007, organizing student fairs and agent workshops
across Brazil and Latin America. He returned to his native UK where he helped
brands such as HSBC, British Airways and Harrods develop strategies to
reach international students studying in the UK.
He joined ICEF in 2013 and now manages ICEF Monitor, ICEF Insights and has brought on board new
services such as Virtual Reality (VR) school tours and Augmented Reality (AR) applications such as
CityExplorAR and CampusExplorAR.
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On Demand Sessions
US International Student Recruitment in the Time of COVID-19
Audience: All
Session description: The COVID-19 pandemic has sent shockwaves through the international
student recruitment industry, with schools, students, and agents affected worldwide. The USA, the
most popular international student destination in the world, is one of the countries most affected by
the pandemic. What effect does that have on the impression of the USA as a study destination?
This webinar aims to throw some light on the new landscape of U.S. international student recruitment,
including updates on current facts regarding immigration and regulatory updates. We’ll also hear
from our panel of experts from the U.S. Higher Education and Language sectors for their views on the
future of U.S. international student recruitment in a post-COVID world.
Speakers:
Mike Finnell
Executive Director
AIRC - American International Recruitment Council
USA
Mike Finnell has three decades of experience in the international education
and exchange field. Most recently he has been consulting in international
education including developing new youth exchange organizations and an
online course for university students and their parents as they prepare to
study abroad.
Prior to this he was the President and CEO of Youth For Understanding USA. During his time with
YFU he led the creation of new student exchange organizations in China, India, Thailand, Vietnam,
Ghana, Liberia and Italy. He also served as Deputy Director in the International Secretariat of Youth For
Understanding. Previously, he was the Director of World Affairs Programs at Meridian International
Center, an Associate for Training and Member Services at the National Council for International
Visitors (now Global Ties U.S.). Early in his career he also worked at NAFSA and at the Liaison Group
for International Educational Exchange (now the Alliance for International Educational and Cultural
Exchange). He holds a B.A. in Anthropology from the University of Kansas and a M.A. in International
Affairs from the University of Pennsylvania. Mr. Finnell has also previously resided in Japan, Italy and
Germany for fourteen years.
Bryan J. Gross
Vice President for Enrollment Management & Marketing
Western New England University
USA
Prior to this role, Bryan was the Associate Vice President for Enrollment
Management at St. John’s University in New York City and the Associate
Vice President for Admissions at the University of Bridgeport in Bridgeport,
CT. At St. John’s University, in addition to the Offices of Undergraduate and
Graduate Admission and the registrar, he supervised the Office of International Student Services,
which provided support services to more than 1,400 international students across three New York
Metropolitan campuses. In his three years there, he developed a strategic international recruitment
plan that introduced the formal practice of working with commission based agencies, which ultimately
led to an enrollment increase of more than a hundred new international students.
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Cheryl Delk-Le Good
Executive Director
EnglishUSA - the American Association of Intensive English Programs
USA
Cheryl Delk-Le Good has been an active member in the field for more
than 20 years. She served as President of EnglishUSA in 2011-12 and as
Communications & Promotions on the UCIEP Board from 2006-2011. She
served as IEP Network Leader for the International Enrollment Management
Knowledge Community for NAFSA through 2016 and completed a term as CEA Commissioner/
Treasurer in 2015.
For 15 years, Cheryl served as director and faculty of the Intensive English Program at Georgia State
University. Prior to moving to Atlanta, she taught at Western Michigan University and Michigan State
University. She earned her BA from Illinois Wesleyan University and MA degrees in French and TESOL
at Michigan State University. Her areas of specialization include program administration, curriculum
and materials development; she has authored two ESL textbooks and has conducted multiple
program and curriculum reviews, nationally and internationally.

Dr. David L. DiMaria
Associate Vice Provost for International Education
University of Maryland
USA
Dr. David L. Di Maria serves as Associate Vice Provost for International
Education at University of Maryland, Baltimore County. Prior to joining UMBC,
Dr. Di Maria served as Associate Provost for International Programs at
Montana State University and Director of International Programs and Services
at Kent State University. He has also held several volunteer leadership positions including AIRC
External Reviewer, Chair of NAFSA’s International Enrollment Management Knowledge Community
and Executive Committee member of APLU’s Commission on International Initiatives. He is former
AIEA Presidential Fellow and the editor of Managing a Successful International Admissions Office:
NAFSA’s Guide to International Admissions.

Franklin Pesantez
Assistant Director of International Enrollment Management
University of Denver’s English Language Center
USA
Franklin Pesantez has worked in international higher education for eight years.
He is currently the Assistant Director of International Enrollment Management
at the University of Denver’s English Language Center. Franklin began his
career in Higher Education at Boston University. He previously worked at the
Center for English Language & Orientation Programs (CELOP) as an Admissions Coordinator and then
Partnership Manager. Originally from Brooklyn, New York, Franklin grew up speaking both English and
Spanish. He graduated from Stony Brook University and is enrolled in the Masters in Higher Education
program at the University of Denver.
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Jennifer Phillips
Assistant Director
Wisconsin ESL Institute (WESLI)
USA
Jennifer Phillips is the Director of WESLI (Wisconsin ESL Institute), based in
Madison, Wisconsin. A graduate of University of Wisconsin-Madison (BA) and
University of Southern California, Rossier School of Education (MATESOL),
she has lived and worked in Ecuador, Thailand and New Zealand, working in
the fields of Community Development, Curriculum Design, ESL Teaching and Faculty Development.
She sits on the board for Study Wisconsin, as well as Leading Change. Through WESLI, Jennifer
has the honor of traveling internationally to promote educational partnerships and witness firsthand
how education has the power to empower individuals, transform educational institutions and change
communities.

Host:
Ian Cann
Director Americas
ICEF
Germany
As Director Americas at ICEF, Ian has more than a decade’s experience working
with institutions in effectively using agents to maximize international student
recruitment. In total Ian has been involved in international student recruitment
for 12 years, and regularly presents at international conferences on topics of
international enrolment management, working with international recruitment
agents, international marketing, and regional market intelligence. Previous to his current role, Ian was
involved in international education as a sales and operations representative for Salão do Estudante/
Expo Estudiante, based in Brazil, where he gained experience in the Latin American market. Prior to
that, Ian was based in London, working for Time Inc. on some of the most popular magazines and
websites in Britain. Ian gained a Bachelor of Arts with Honours in Philosophy from the University of
Leeds in the UK in 2005. He speaks English, Spanish, and Portuguese and is based in Barcelona.
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Provider Presentations
Platinum Sponsor
Don’t Put Your Future on Hold: Start Your Education
Online Before Transitioning to Study in Australia
Audience: Agents
Session description: Education is continuing to move towards an online focus, if recent world
events have taught us anything. The COVID-19 pandemic has seen many institutions transition to an
online delivery mode, which has meant that some students have had their study plans interrupted.
However, prospective students needn’t put their study plans on hold; the current climate affords them
the unique opportunity to get ahead by commencing their studies online before they transition to
life in Australia, once travel restrictions are lifted. This presentation looks at how Torrens University
Australia, Australia’s fastest growing university, has managed to successfully transition to an online
mode of delivery, the positive response from the institution’s students, and the overarching benefits
of online education.
Speaker:
Igor Velicky
Area Manager - Europe & CIS
Torrens University
Australia
Igor Velicky is the Area Manager for Torrens University Australia in Europe. His
role is to support our partners (education agencies) all around the Europe and
CIS region in the recruitment of students. Prior to joining Torrens University
Australia, Igor worked as sales & marketing manager at EduCo Int. Group (AUS
education provider) for more than five years. He has a strong interest in sales, and marketing and
international education.
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Provider Presentations
Gold Sponsor
Costa del Sol – Learn and Live Spanish – Hola
Audience: All
Session description: #CostadelSol - #Málaga is a top destination for Spanish language students. With
a wide variety of schools, right on the beach, in beautiful white villages, as well in the mountains, you
can find the perfect one for your students. A safe, easy-access destination, combined with ancient
history, Andalusian and Spanish culture, makes it the perfect place to live and learn Spanish. We are
the Tourist Board for this area and happy to help you with ideas, contacts, audio-visual material, etc.
Speaker:
Matthias Werner
Executive Consultant Tourism Promotion
Costa del Sol Tourist Board
Spain
After many years of studying and living abroad, having worked in European
projects, as a teacher, and for over 7 years now for the Tourist Board, originally
from Germany, Matthias is now living and enjoying life in Malaga - Costa del
Sol in the south of Spain. He is happy to provide you with any information, ideas
or contacts you may need in order to sell the Province of Malaga to your clients, students, teachers,
schools, etc. Please feel free to contact him during the event, the webinar or via mail, and he will be
happy to assist you. He can also provide great photos and videos of the destination.
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Provider Presentations
Gold Sponsor
English Requirements for Studying and Working Abroad
Audience: Agents
Session description: In these complex times, students and parents are
struggling to make decisions whether to study or work abroad or defer their
university places. We are here to support education agents in helping them
navigate what are the next steps if they decide to go ahead with their plans
and start their adventure.
Speaker:
Petra Olsson
Regional Recognition Manager, Europe and North Africa
Cambridge Assessment English
United Kingdom
Petra Olsson is the Regional Recognition Manager for Europe at Cambridge
Assessment English and is responsible for communication with universities
and other stakeholders. Before joining Cambridge English in 2013, Petra worked
in the financial services sector in Luxembourg, Amsterdam and London for over
16 years. Petra holds an MSc in International Business Administration from the
University of Linkoping, Sweden.
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Provider Presentations
Gold Sponsor
LanguageCert Qualifications: English Language
Exams for Study Purposes
Audience: All
Session description: With recent changes to Secure English Language Testing provision for UK Visas
and Immigration, and impending rule changes that will impact students across the EEA, this session
looks at the English language qualifications awarded by LanguageCert and how they are used by
international students applying to study in the UK - whether they require a recognised general English
test or an official SELT qualification. We will also discuss partnership models for schools and agents
alike, providing commercial opportunities for online testing and referrals to LanguageCert’s global
SELT network.
Speaker:
Andy Harrison
Business Development Manager
LanguageCert
United Kingdom
Andy has nearly 15 years’ experience working for awarding bodies, having
worked for Trinity College London in both operational and sales capacities,
and across language (including SELT), drama, and music qualifications. Since
joining LanguageCert in 2018, Andy has built a network of test centres and
agents in markets including the UK, USA, and New Zealand; he is now focusing attention on delivering
SELT within the UK. An experienced public speaker, Andy has delivered numerous presentations to
teachers, agents and school owners across Europe, Canada and China.
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Provider Presentations
Gold Sponsor
Learn Spanish in Cádiz!
Audience: All
Session description: The Provincial Tourism Board of Cádiz is a
local regional body affiliated with the Tourism Department of the
Provincial Government of Cádiz. It seeks to promote, encourage and
develop tourism in the province of Cádiz, for which it carries out,
among others, the activities appearing on our institution’s website: https://cadizturismo.com/en/
where you can also consult the following sections of interest with specific content for tourism sector
companies, language schools, agencies and professionals.
Useful web links:
•
Cadiz Language schools: www.cadizturismo.com/empresas-por-sector/escuelas-de-espanol
•
Tourist publication (videos & brochures): www.cadizturismo.com/publicaciones
•
Routes with Charm: www.cadizturismo.com/en/todas-las-rutas
Speaker:
Eli Borrego Marchena
Language Department
Tourist Promotion Board of Cádiz
Spain
Eli Borrego works in the Tourist Promotion Board of Cádiz and she is in charge
of the International Promotion Language Department. Please contact Eli for
further information about the Province of Cádiz and about all educational
options available in the province. Come and enjoy Cádiz with us!
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Provider Presentations
Gold Sponsor
(Re)Building the Future: C-19, Canada, Opportunities
Audience: All
Session description: COVID-19 has had an unprecedented impact on international education,
especially on Canadian educational institutions, prospective international students, and students
already in Canada. In this session, we’ll take a deep dive into the Canadian education sector BC
(before COVID) including sharing exclusive industry insights on student visa trends and visa approval
rates for various student source countries. Throughout the pandemic, ApplyBoard has been actively
tracking the impact of COVID-19 on a number of areas including interest in study abroad, enrollment,
documentation submission and approvals, and institutional operations, and we’ll share this information
with you. Lastly, we’ll discuss how we can emerge stronger and more resilient post-COVID to ensure
that Canada remains a top choice for international students.
Speaker:
Uri Carnat
Director, Strategic Partnerships
ApplyBoard Inc.
Canada
Uri Carnat joined ApplyBoard in August 2019, as Director, Strategic
Partnerships. He leads the acquisition of new school partnerships for Canada
and Australia, leverages potential within existing agreements, and works on
collaborative platform opportunities for students around the world. Prior to
ApplyBoard, Uri was Country Director - Canada at IDP, leading the IDP student-recruitment and IELTS
business lines in Canada and Latin America. Born in Halifax and educated in Montréal, Canada, he
has years of leadership experience in international education, with specific focuses on recruitment,
student services, operations, and financial management. He enjoys building senior-level industry
and government relationships and presenting at national and international events. Uri has travelled
extensively, engaging with stakeholders and students from North America, Europe, Asia, Latin
America, and Australia.
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Provider Presentations
Gold Sponsor
Study in the UK: Insights and Updates
Audience: All
Session description: The UK offers a life-changing student experience, for students of all ages, budgets,
and ability. Students can take their pick of the world’s largest range of high-quality English language
courses. UK education opens doors to future success in education and employment. International
students can take advantage of the UK’s rich cultural heritage, thriving cities and countryside, and
truly multicultural society.
Owners of British Council accredited language schools are thinking carefully about how and when to
reopen for face-to-face teaching, making sure everyone is safe and has a great experience. Meanwhile,
many are offering students the opportunity to learn online. Join this seminar to find out more about
UK ELT’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic. We’ll also take a look at the UK universities sector and
the ways that universities are supporting international students who wish to study in the UK.
The session will include an update on UK visa regulations until the end of 2020 and beyond, into 2021.
Speakers:
Nasia Nikolova
Stakeholder Communications Manager, English and Exams
British Council
United Kingdom
Nasia Nikolova is the British Council’s English and Exams Stakeholder
Communications Manager. With years of experience working in the
international education sector, Nasia’s current remit is to promote the
UK as the number one destination to learn English. She promotes British
Council marketing opportunities and engages with UK institutions and agents at overseas workshops
and exhibitions. In her spare time, Nasia enjoys personal development literature and creative DIY
projects.

Jodie Gray
Interim Chief Executive
English UK
United Kingdom
Jodie was appointed interim chief executive of English UK in February 2020.
Together with the senior leadership team, Jodie is responsible for establishing
and reviewing key strategic priorities and overseeing the work of the association.
Having worked at English UK for many years, she is extremely proud of the
association and its executive team, and is committed to supporting English UK’s members and the
UK ELT sector.
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Provider Presentations
Gold Sponsor
Why Accept Cambridge English Qualifications
for Admissions?
Audience: Providers
Session description: Learn how you can support international students by
accepting Cambridge English Qualifications as proof of English proficiency
for international admissions.
Speaker:
Nicola Johnson
Global Recognition Manager
Cambridge Assessment English
United Kingdom
Nicola has worked in international education and assessment for over 15 years.
She currently leads the Global Recognition Team at Cambridge Assessment
English. Previous to this she worked on IELTS and for Cambridge Assessment
International on the IGCSE and launch of the Cambridge Pre-U. Nicola graduated
in 2003 with a BA (Hons) in Media and English language.
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Provider Presentations
Silver Sponsor
Germany - Highly Attractive but Hard to Get There.
How Fintiba Eases the Way.
Audience: All
Session description: Germany has become the most popular study destination for international
students in non-English-speaking countries. However, bureaucratic hurdles and unforeseeable
events such as the COVID-19 pandemic put obstacles in the way and seem to jeopardize the dream
of studying in Germany. Delays in the visa process often lead to delayed arrivals and subsequent
challenges for a successful start of studies.
As we at Fintiba have made it our business to accompany international students and to facilitate
their way to Germany, we have developed a wide range of digital solutions to reduce the hurdles
international students may encounter on their journey. As the first digital blocked account provider we
have already helped more than 100,000 students to fulfill their dream of studying in Germany – and
we are ready for more!
In this presentation we provide deep insights into the situation of Germany as a study destination
in Corona times and explain our wide range of digital solutions to reduce the hurdles international
students might encounter on their journey. We share tips and hints and explain how our solutions
are being built around the current requirements of speed and safety in order to succeed in coming to
Germany in difficult times.
Speakers:
Jonas Marggraf
Managing Director
Fintiba
Germany
Jonas is Managing Director and connects Fintiba with customers and partners
around the world to make Germany an even more attractive place to study, live
and work. Before joining Fintiba he worked in the consulting and media industry
in Dublin, London and St. Gallen and is now a great Frankfurt-lover. Jonas loves
coffee and baking bread for his family.
Kristin Seidler
University & Partner Relations
Fintiba
Germany
Kristin is responsible for the Partner and Relationship Management at Fintiba
and connects Fintiba with partners and universities around the world. Before
Fintiba she worked in the media and tourism industry and has been living in
Frankfurt for 7 years. She loves to discover the world, to meet new people and
to share inspiration.
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Provider Presentations
Silver Sponsor
Saskatchewan, the Best Destination in Canada
Audience: All
Session description: The Province of Saskatchewan is your place to receive a world-class university,
polytechnic and college education. Located in the centre of Canada, and with two international
airports, Saskatchewan easily connects to other parts of Canada and the world. Saskatchewan has
safe, friendly and modern cities and towns, an affordable cost of living and the natural beauty of the
prairie, lakes and forests that you can explore. Students from around the world enjoy this high quality
of life when they come to study, enjoy and immigrate to Saskatchewan.
Speakers:
Livia Castellanos
Executive Lead
Government of Saskatchewan International Education
Canada
Livia Castellanos is a distinguished and exemplary leader in the field of
international education, with over twenty years of experience in International
Education and experience serving universities, and governments. Ms.
Castellanos leads the Government of Saskatchewan, Ministry of Advanced
Education’s International Education and French language education portfolio. Ms. Castellanos is the
champion for positioning Saskatchewan as a province where students can Study! Stay! Work! and
Play! all in a safe and friendly environment.
Ms. Castellanos has been recognized for her contributions to the field of International Education by
receiving the United States Government State Department’s premier award of the 2016 International
Visitor Leadership Program for foreign emerging leaders, the 2017 Intercultural Dialogue Institute’s
Saskatchewan Multicultural Education Award, the 2017 Consortium for North American Higher
Education Collaboration’s (CONAHEC) Award of Distinction for exemplary leadership and many
others. Ms. Castellanos is a lawyer, born and raised in Mexico. She came to Saskatchewan as an
international student.

Michael Liu
International Student Recruitment Officer
University of Regina
Canada
Michael graduated from the University of Regina and obtained a Bachelor’s
Degree in Business Administration with a major in Accounting in conjunction
with the Liberal Arts Certificate. Michael’s current role is primarily focusing
on growing the Asian international student recruitment market and activities.
Michael is responsible for developing and executing global marketing strategies, coordinating
recruitment and campaign budgets, and liaising with internal stakeholders and external partners.
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Danny Freire
Student Recruitment Manager
University of Saskatchewan
Canada
Danny Freire is an energetic and dedicated professional with more than eight
years’ experience in student recruitment and enrolment management, both
domestic and international. Danny was born in Ecuador and moved to Canada
on a high school exchange. He completed his Bachelor of Science in Computer
Science at the University of Saskatchewan and recently completed his Masters of Leadership in
Postsecondary Education.
Danny began his career in the language education sector, working for more than six years in Japan
and China. In 2010, Danny accepted the position of Assistant Marketing Coordinator at the University
of Saskatchewan Language Centre where he was responsible for recruiting students from Latin
America, Japan and China. Danny was promoted to the position of Manager of Student Recruitment
at the University of Saskatchewan in 2014.
He is now responsible for providing leadership and coordinating student recruitment activities across
the university’s 17 colleges and schools, assisting the university with meeting its English as a Second
Language (ESL), undergraduate and graduate student enrolment goals, as the university has an
aggressive goal to grow to 29,000 students. He also ensures that the university is aware of new
partnerships, collaborations and research opportunities around the world.

Alanna Negri
Advisor and Recruiter, International Education
Saskatchewan Polytechnic
Canada
Alanna is an energetic and passionate professional with 20 years of experience
in international education and enrolment management. She first fell in love
with hands-on, immersive education when she attended university at Queen’s
University’s Bader International Study Centre. Over her university career, she
found a way to spend half her degree abroad, and loved every minute of it. She is a strong advocate
for international education abroad and internationalisation at home. Alanna coordinates student
recruitment activities for Saskatchewan Polytechnic, and provides leadership and mentorship
opportunities in international education for students, faculty and staff.

Kristy Sletten
Manager of Admissions and International
Great Plains College
Canada
Kristy Sletten harbours a passion for international education. Gaining her
footing in the industry as a high school Principal and architect of the Chinook
International Program, Kristy moved into the post-secondary realm in 2018 as
the Manager of Admissions and International at Great Plains College. Kristy is
a proponent of the benefits of the “small institution” setting for international students, encouraging
agents and students to look outside of the obvious options for international education experiences.
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Provider Presentations
Registration Sponsor
Strengthening Mental Health
Audience: All
Session description: The COVID-19 pandemic took us by surprise and left most of us mentally drained
and/or stressed. False information is circulating, and many unknowns remain. How do you manage
mental health through reopening, losing a loved one, losing a job or even being confined within the
same group of people for months? Fear, stress, anxiety, depression, and anger are normal reactions
to our current situation.
In this webinar, we explore how mental health may be affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. We will
discuss strategies on how organisations can identify and address this challenge.
Join our webinar for reliable information and resources on maintaining mental health and well-being
in a pandemic, and how you can support your students in this unique context. Help build resilience
and mental strength through strategies, tips, and information to support positive mental health during
COVID-19.
Speakers:
Pauline Durand
Director, Client Relations & Development
Novus Health
Canada
Pauline is the Director of Client Relations and Development for Novus Health.
She draws upon extensive experience working with government and public
organisations as well as innovative tech companies, both in North America and
in Europe, to provide an exceptional client experience to our customers and
support our growth. Pauline holds an M.B.A. from ESSEC Business School in France and is based in
our home office in Toronto.

Inga Graves
Health Information Specialist
Novus Health
Canada
Inga Graves is a Health Information Specialist at Novus Health. She provides
clients with genuine, professional and compassionate support by phone, and
has played a crucial role in the enhancement of the Health Risk Assessment
tool. Inga holds a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology from York University Glendon
Campus, and a Certificate in Workplace Wellness and Health Promotion from Centennial College. She
has a background in customer service, marketing, research and mental health crisis response.
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Provider Presentations
Marlene Bar Sponsor
The Agent Experience: How To Make It Your Advantage
Audience: Providers
Session description: Glenn Bedford, Global Head of Sales from Cohort Go, draws experience from
his years of building provider partnerships while working at Cohort Go, as well as the 2019 Cohort Go
State of Education Agents Report, to provide this webinar on the importance of the agent experience.
Education agents have been particularly important for international student recruitment during the
COVID-19 pandemic and will become increasingly more important as education providers look to
future recovery.
This webinar from Cohort Go will discuss the crucial agent/provider relationship, best practice in
agent management, how to maximise your ICEF investment, and how to best manage your student
intake volumes over the next couple of years and beyond.
Speaker:
Glenn Bedford
Global Head of Sales
Cohort Go
Australia
Glenn Bedford commenced with Cohort Go in November 2018 as Global
Head of Sales. Prior to this role, Glenn spent 20+ years in global banking and
investment management specifically in security services, FX, trading products
and global custody. His roles included Relationship Manager at JP Morgan and
Project Manager at Northern Trust and HSBC in London, UK. Glenn holds an MBA from Macquarie
Graduate School of Management and a Bachelor of Business from QUT.
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Demystifying the Digital Realm: A New Reality For Language Education
Audience: All
Session description: Virtual reality is a powerful medium for creating meaningful and engaging
learning experiences, allowing educators and their learners to engage in deeply immersive, real-time
synchronous learning.
A useful VR platform engages learners, supports the best practices in language learning, and delivers
measurable impact on learning. By exploring current applications of VR learning and training, language
acquisition theory, and language teaching practices, we can apply the research to a world-class virtual
reality language learning solution that solves problems for educators simply, efficiently, and without
the need to learn to code.
In this webinar, we share what we know about VR, what we have learned from the research, and how
we have merged research and practice to create a tool, the Immerse Virtual Language Teaching
Platform (VLTP), that instructors and learners can use with confidence to deliver meaningful languagelearning experiences.
Speakers:
Quinn Taber
CEO
Immerse
USA
Quinn Taber is a technology entrepreneur with a passion for the transformative
power of VR.

Sara Davila
Head of Efficacy and Learning
Immerse
USA
Sara Davila is an English language learning expert and a 21st century
pedagogy specialist.

Jacob Furnari
Chief Product Officer
Immerse
USA
Jacob Furnari is a learning experience and product designer, working at the
intersection of education and advanced technology.
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Christian Rowe
Chief Revenue Officer
Immerse
USA
Christian Rowe is an international business development specialist with a
passion for human transformation, innovation, and business growth.
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Double-Accredited Programmes in Business & Management at Wittenborg
University of Applied Sciences, the Netherlands
Audience: All
Session description: With around 1000 students from over 100 different nationalities, Wittenborg is
one of the most international institutes of higher education in the Netherlands. Our programmes are
double-accredited. We specialise in providing higher education fully taught in English.
During this presentation we highlight the advantages of studying in the Netherlands as well as the
benefits and career opportunities for international students in the Netherlands. In addition, we give
more information on our programme portfolio as well as explain how our unique Block System gives
students the opportunity to apply and start 6 moments a year: August, October, November, February,
March and May.
Wittenborg offers BBA, MBA and MSc programmes focusing on International Business & Management.
Completing our portfolio, we also offer pre-Bachelor,pre-Master, and IELTS English preparation
courses for foundation students. Our programmes are also offered at our partner colleges in Munich
(Germany) and Bad-Vöslau (Austria).
Our Hybrid Teaching & Learning approach allows students at Wittenborg to study together, whether
in the classroom or online. This means that all students will be able to start or continue their studies
in an interactive way regardless of their location. Thanks to this approach, Wittenborg will always be
able to provide high quality education to its students.
Speaker:
Peter Birdsall
President of the Board
Wittenborg University of Applied Sciences
The Netherlands
Peter Birdsall is President of the Board of Wittenborg University of Applied
Sciences in Apeldoorn & Amsterdam. With around 1000 students representing
over 100 nationalities, it is considered one of the most international privately
funded institutes in the Netherlands, aiming to become a top-ranking
institute in the field of international management and sustainable business
development.
Peter’s career started at the age of 16 when he started the Tickled Pink Theatre Company, and has
since seen him involved in activities such as running a bar, a restaurant, a cleaning company, website
design, as well as various training initiatives and a language school. After returning to study, Peter
graduated from Windesheim University of Applied Sciences in 1997 and continued his studies through
the UK Open University, completing a Master of Arts in Education Management.
His degree was carried out during a period of employment at IJselland University in the Netherlands,
as director of the international office at the Deventer Business School and focused on three main
areas: Peer Mentoring, Curriculum Development and Management of (International) Higher Education.
These aspects were studied always with the assumption that higher education is a commercial and
valuable product with high levels of service and maintenance.
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F+U Pathway to Germany: Study and Work
Audience: Agents
Session description: F+U Academy of Languages, iba & hwtk, as well as the F+U Studienkolleg belong
to the F+U group of companies. F+U has almost 40 years of experience in the education sector and
operates schools, language schools, vocational colleges and universities.
We provide intensive support and consultation and our institutions work hand in hand, providing a
true ’one-stop service‘ in University programmes for international students. Learn German, Work &
Study in Germany – with F+U!
Speakers:
Guillermo Ribes Vicente
Head of Strategic Project Management
iba | University of Cooperative Education
Germany
Guillermo Ribes Vicente has a broad international experience, working
worldwide as Senior Consultant and Government Advisor for more than 10
years. His main expertise is destination marketing of emerging countries
(Burundi, Kazakhstan, Nepal, Cuba). In 2017 he changed to the German
academic sector and was appointed Head of Marketing of the iba | University of Cooperative Education.
Since 2020 he has been heading the new F+U Department for Strategic Development. He is currently
also in the process of obtaining his PhD in the field of marketing.

Carolin Kemen
Coordinator International Projects
F+U Group of Companies
Germany
Carolin Kemen brings over 10 years of International Education experience
from a variety of roles within the adult education sector. After heading the
China Centre and Student Advisory Service at F+U Academy of Languages for
many years, she currently serves as the Coordinator of International Projects
of the F+U Group of Companies.
Carolin has collected extensive experience as an international student herself, while completing
her Bachelor’s and Master‘s degrees in Chinese Studies, Japanese Studies and Adult Education in
Heidelberg, Vienna, Taipei and Leiden. Prior to joining F+U, she also worked as a lecturer at the Yunnan
Normal University in Kunming, China. Carolin loves the outdoors and stays active climbing, cycling
and ice skating in her spare time!
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Nicolai Steiner
Project Manager International Office
iba | University of Cooperative Education
Germany
After completing his Bachelor’s degree in Business Management with a
specialization in tourism, hotel and event management and early professional
experiences in the hospitality industry and the sales department of an
international language tour operator, Nicolai Steiner has been serving as the
Head of International Office at iba | University of Cooperative Education since May 2020. Nicolai is
passionate about providing and promoting international education and recently has been focusing his
efforts on designing comprehensive university pathway programmes for F+U students from all over
the globe.

Lars Klinnert
Chancellor & Head of Int. Department, hwtk | University of Applied Sciences
Head of School, F+U Academy of Languages Berlin
Germany
After completing a master’s degree in modern sinology, public law and German
linguistics in Saarbrücken, Heidelberg and Shanghai, Lars Klinnert headed
various departments and projects at the F+U Group of Companies until he was
commissioned to establish the F+U Academy of Languages in Berlin in 2013. In
2017 he was appointed Chancellor and Head of the International Department of the hwtk | University
of Applied Sciences in Berlin and Baden-Baden. In addition to language training for foreign applicants,
his strategic work focuses on the internationalization of educational institutions, especially their sales
and marketing channels.
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Provider Presentations
International Programmes at Minnesota State University, Mankato
Audience: All
Session description: Representatives from Minnesota State University, Mankato share an overview
of the international admission process to undergraduate programmes as well as details for students
to further their English language training through the Center for English Language Programs. This
presentation is for agents or providers who may be interested in learning more about partnering with
a public university located in the Midwestern United States.
Speakers:
Elizabeth Lohrenz
International Recruitment & Retention Specialist
Minnesota State University, Mankato
USA
Elizabeth Lohrenz is the International Recruitment & Retention Specialist
at Minnesota State University, Mankato. She enjoys meeting and advising
prospective and current international students about their study options and
career paths through MNSU.

Dr. Glen Poupore
Associate Professor of TESOL - English Department and
Director of the Center for English Language Programs
Minnesota State University, Mankato
USA
Dr. Glen Poupore is Associate Professor of English at Minnesota State
University, Mankato, where he teaches in the MA TESOL program and
where he is also the Director of the Center for English Language Programs,
including the Intensive Program, in the unit of Global Education.
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Provider Presentations
Learning Resource Network (LRN) and its English Language Test International English Language Competency Assessment (IELCA)
Audience: All
Session description: The presentation is related to Learning Resource Network and its products,
including the high stake test International English Language Competency Assessment (IELCA), which
is recognised worldwide by the universities and government agencies.
Speaker:
Angelica De Paiva
Assessment Manager
Learning Resource Network (LRN)
United Kingdom
Angelica has over 30 years of experience in the field of English education,
as a teacher, assessment and learning specialist. Angelica also has
overall responsibility for assessment reform projects within the Research
and Thought Leadership division, ranging from CEFR familiarisation and
benchmarking to test and evaluation. Angelica regularly presents at conferences and delivers training
worldwide in her areas of expertise.
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Provider Presentations
St. George‘s University Offers a Pathway for International Students to Become
Physicians in the US and UK
Audience: Agents
Session description: St. George’s University is a popular and technologically advanced center of
international medical education preparing students for USMLE Steps 1, 2 CK and 2CS on the way
to attaining a a world-class MD degree. SGU has students and faculty from over 140 countries and
our main campus is located on the beautiful island of Grenada, West Indies. Our more than 18,000
School of Medicine and School of Veterinary graduates have practiced in all 50 States and more than
50 countries around the world.
Speaker:
Buthayna Hamed
Recruitment Manager, UK & Europe
St. George’s University, Grenada, West Indies
USA
Buthayna Hamed is the Regional Recruitment Manager for UK and Europe
for St. George’s University, and is based in London. Buthayna manages and
delivers student recruitment from the Agent and Direct channels in UK and
Europe into the SGU Doctor of Medicine degree program at SGU’s campuses
in Grenada and Northumbria University. Prior to joining SGU, Buthayna was a Senior Regional Sales
Manager at Alpha Plus Group Ltd in London.
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Provider Presentations
Study Australia’s Northern Territory
Audience: Agents
Session description: Hello from Australia’s Northern Territory!
Hear from Rachael Shanahan, Director, StudyNT, on future opportunities to study, live and work in
Australia’s Northern Territory.
The webinar provides you with an economic outlook for the Territory including an update on future job
opportunities, actions the Northern Territory Government is taking to support international students
during COVID-19 and study options with our 16 international education and training providers.
Meet StudyNT Student Ambassador Grace Bui from Vietnam to find out what it’s like to study, live and
work in the Territory and hear about the opportunities that Grace has been able to take up while living
in the Territory.
Learn about the Study Northern Territory Education Agent Learning Course, developed to provide
agents with a comprehensive understanding on studying, living and working in Australia’s Northern
Territory. And don’t miss the opportunity to explore the beauty of the Northern Territory in the
presentation offered by our colleagues, Tourism NT.
Speaker:
Rachael Shanahan
Director StudyNT
Northern Territory (NT) Government
Australia
Rachael works across government, and with business and community
stakeholders to promote the Northern Territory as a study destination to
international students. Rachael led the StudyNT teams that developed and are
implementing the Northern Territory Government international education and
training (IET) strategies (2014-2019, 2019-2025). She has extensive experience in developing and
implementing strategic policy and advice for government ranging from climate change to radioactive
waste facilities and including reviewing Ombudsman legislation. Rachael works closely with the
private sector to attract new investors and grow the IET industry in the Territory. She is the recipient
of a 2016 Australian Government Endeavour Executive Fellowship to Canada, examining effective
community and student engagement policies and actions to grow the IET industry.
Her strengths include turning the nebulous into concrete strategic policy that achieves the stated
outcomes through using her networks in the public, private and not-for-profit sectors, and stakeholder
management.
Rachael is a graduate of the Australian Institute of Company Directors, holds an MBA from Charles
Darwin University and her bachelor degree is in economics from the University of Wales, Cardiff.
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Provider Presentations
Study Business in Norway: BI Norwegian Business School
Audience: Agents
Session description: Study business in Norway! Perhaps not the most obvious choice for students,
but definitely a good one: Why Norway? Strong economy, safe country, stable politically, beautiful
nature. We are BI Norwegian Business School. In Norway, top 1% in the world with Triple Crown of
international business school accreditations, and highly ranked internationally.
Quality education from a leading European business school and affordable tuition ensures excellent
value for students and parents. Join us to learn more about our programmes and how students can
succeed at BI Norwegian Business School.
Speaker:
Shani Pearson
Advisor, International Recruitment
BI Norwegian Business School
Norway
A Canadian transplant living in Oslo, travelling the world telling the story of
Norway as a study destination, Shani enjoys working with students to help
them achieve their potential and their dreams. Her roles in higher education
have varied over her career in Canada and Norway, but the bottom line is the
same: whether developing new markets for international students, cultivating and stewarding agent,
employer, donor, or government relationships, advising on academic or career choices, organizing key
academic events such as graduation, or developing alumnae engagement and student communication
plans, it all comes down to the student success. And, she finds it very rewarding, both personally and
professionally.
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Provider Presentations
“Study Now, Pay Later”: Finance 100% of Your Studies in Germany (E.U. Students;
Study in English or German)
Audience: Agents
Session description: With over 20,000 degree programmes, high end academic quality, affordable
tuition fees and excellent career opportunities, Germany ranks as the #1 study destination for
international students in Europe, according to Study.eu.
Private universities offer a comprehensive array of progammes in Business & Management,
Engineering & Technology, Computer Science & IT, Art, Design and Media, Law, Humanities, Social
Science and Health Care, taught through German or English. A vast majority will support E.U. students
with a variety of financing options, from scholarships to “study now, pay later” options.
So how do Education Funds, Reverse Generation Contracts or Income Share Agreements in Germany
work? The principle is very similar to what you may have experienced in other popular study
destinations before Brexit: receive admission, apply for funding for up to 100% of the tuition fees, get
approval and not worry about tuition fees for the whole duration of studies – and that until a certain
salary threshold is reached. With additional flexibility in terms of application deadlines, admission
process and tuition fees.
Indeed, tuition fees in Germany for E.U. students are generally between 5,000 and 10,000€ /year.
Last, but not least, the German job market is the most dynamic in Europe, with hundreds of thousands
of vacancies and average salaries at 35,000€/year after graduation.
Speaker:
Oana Lelcu
Director Marketing & Sales
SRH Berlin University of Applied Sciences
Germany
Oana holds an M.A. in International Business from the I.A.E. France, SophiaAntipolis University, a “Licence to Lead” by ProAktiv and has 12 years of
experience in marketing & business development, out of which nine are in
international education.
Having a deep understanding of the German Higher Education landscape, as well as of the key
motivations to study in Germany, Oana will pinpoint the main options to finance 100% of their studies
available to E.U. students, thus allowing agents to successfully enrich their portfolio to best fit their
clients’ aspirations.
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Provider Presentations
Surviving and Thriving Tips During COVID-19 and Beyond
Audience: Agents
Session description: “Just when the caterpillar thought the world was over, it became a butterfly.”
This 20-minute presentation is focused on practical tips to survive and thrive through the coronavirus
crisis. This is the time to focus on your loyal clients and it is the right time to continue your marketing
activities. Cutting your expense and pivoting your business are also explored. Finally, boosting your
team spirit and staying optimistic is your “insurance” policy to weather the coronavirus storm. Stay
safe and stay healthy.
Speaker:
Magdy Attalla
Regional Director
BHMS Business & Hotel Management School
Switzerland
Magdy Attalla is a marketeer, educator, and a consultant with over 20 years
of teaching, training and consulting experiences in prestigious Swiss Hotel
and Business Schools as well as British and American Universities. He was
an adjunct professor at SBS Swiss Business School, Florida International
University, Schiller International University and Glion Institute of Higher Education. He is a graduate
of EHL / SSTH Swiss School of Tourism & Hospitality and holds a master’s degree in Environmental
Management in the Business Community. He is a Regional Director at Benedict Switzerland and
BHMS Business & Hotel Management School.
Prior to the COVID-19 crisis, he used to travel ca. 120 days a year to Russia, CIS, Middle Eastern and
North African countries in various marketing, recruitment, and business development assignments.
He is not planning to give up his travel habits and cannot wait to continue discovering the post
COVID-19 world.
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Provider Presentations
The Power of Email Marketing for Student Recruitment
Audience: All
Session description: Offering three times the ROI of social media and with over 3.7 billion active
users worldwide, email remains one of the most underrated and powerful digital marketing channels
that schools have at their disposal.
Led by Higher Education Marketing CEO Philippe Taza, this presentation offers a comprehensive
overview of how schools can utilize email marketing throughout the enrollment journey to reach and
recruit students more effectively.
Topics covered include:
•
•
•
•
•

The role of email in digital marketing for schools
Email marketing through the enrollment journey
Segmenting email marketing campaigns
Creating email marketing workflows
Measuring email marketing success

Speaker:
Philippe Taza
CEO
Higher Education Marketing
Canada
Philippe Taza has worked in marketing and student recruitment since 2001.
In 2008, he founded Higher Education Marketing, a digital marketing agency
dedicated to helping schools, colleges, and universities around the world to
promote themselves online. HEM’s staff of 30+ education and marketing
experts offer a variety of multilingual services, including inbound marketing, paid advertising, web
design and development, consulting, and more. The company also provides custom-built CRM and
marketing automation and application portal solutions.
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Provider Presentations
Virtual Transformation - Online Teaching Success Stories for Higher Education and
Language Academies
Audience: All
Session description: In this video presentation we will discuss three success stories of live interactive
online teaching in Higher Education and language learning. Dr. Veronica Racheva will share her
experience as a lecturer at Sofia University, who teaches in a fully online Master’s Degree Program.
She will explain how she combines self-paced learning activities and assignments in Moodle with
interactive live online sessions in a VEDAMO Virtual Classroom.
In the second part of the presentation we will explore the benefits of live online teaching in language
learning. Anna Reyes, the Director of Speak Up English, Israel will share how her school made a quick
and successful transition from traditional to online teaching with VEDAMO during the COVID-19
lockdown. Anna will also give us some very useful tips how to teach English to kids online. Eva
Boskovis, the CEO of ERIYA Online Education, Croatia has 4.5 years of experience in teaching adults
English and German as foreign languages fully online. Eva will share with us her success stories,
challenges and lessons learnt.
Speaker:
Dr. Veronica Racheva
Education Programme Director
VEDAMO
Bulgaria
Dr. Veronica Racheva is an Education Programme Director at the VEDAMO
company. She is also managing various educational and social projects at
“Proznanie Foundation”. Veronica has a PhD in Theory of Education from Sofia
University. She also graduated from the Doctoral School at the Institute of
Education, University of London and has a specialisation for being a Virtual Teacher from the University
of California, Irvine. Currently, Veronica is also a lecturer in E- learning at the Sofia University, a trainer
of teachers, researcher and an author of scientific reports.

Guests:
Eva Boskovis
CEO
ERIYA Online Education
Croatia
Anna Reyes
Director
Speak Up English
Israel
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Provider Presentations
What Has Really Changed?
Audience: All
Session description: The past 8 months have turned our world upside-down and presented us
with difficulties we could not have conceived of. But what about our students‘ needs? In this new
environment of social distancing and uncertainty, is it still possible to deliver the interactive, life
enhancing experience of learning and socialising our students want? And what role do technology
and online tools play in this?
At International House we have had to answer these questions, and many others, as we explored how
we could deliver the same communicative, human and engaging experience we know our students
value. We have learnt we can teach whatever the circumstances - online, hybrid, face to face - providing
the flexibility our students need.
In this session, we’ll give an insight into our ‘whole school’ approach and hear from IH Manchester
about how hybrid classes have assured stability and maintained a sense of community. We’ll also see
how students are learning online with IH Berlin, IH Sevilla and IH London. If you’d like to learn more,
please don’t hesitate to get in touch with giuliana.faldetta@ihworld.com.
Speaker:
Lucy Horsefield
Managing Director
International House World Organisation
United Kingdom
Led by Lucy Horsefield, this presentation is a collaboration between the teams
from International House World Organisation and IH Manchester. Thank you
to IH Sevilla CLIC, IH Berlin GLS and IH London for sharing their online class
experiences with us. Thanks also to Brian Allen from Ingles Ya for sharing his
thoughts on selling online courses. International House World Organisation is an affiliated network
of 150 schools in 52 countries committed to delivering excellence in language training - be it online,
hybrid or face to face. For more information please contact giuliana.faldetta@ihworld.com.
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